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I. ABSTRACT

We describe theoretical work on effective action expansion, low energy models of

hadrons and lattice gauge theories.

We describe the progress on the electron-proton experiment ZEUS in Germany, the

LSND neutrino experiment at LAMPF, the Dumand experiment in Hawaii, and the Super

Kamiokande experiment in Japan. Results from IMB are described. LSU physicists are

participating on GEM. A subgrant to Southern University supports their participation on

the LSND experinaent.
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II. THEORETICAL- TASK A

A Low-energy particle dynamics (Lai-Him Chan)

Despite of the success of the standard model, there are still many aspects in particle

physics not easily accessible by conventional methods of calculation. My present program

includes three major areas: (1) phenomenological models, (2) symbolic computation, (3)

QCD multipartical amplitudes and (3) derivative expansion.

Phenomenological Models: Hadron isospin mass splittings and quarkonium fine struc-

ture splittings are great challenge to both experimentalist and theorist. No direct

calculations are possible at the foundamental level because of their nonperturbative

aspect. It may take at least a few years before lattice gauge calculation can be

trusted to solve these problem. Even so it would not provide the physical insight for

many interesting observed correlations. In 1977 I have proposed the scalar confine-

mcnt hypothesis to explain the charmonium P states splittings and have introduced

the mass interpolation scheme to relate the strong hypcrfine splitting to the strong

hyperfine contribution induced by the up and down quark mass difference to the

isospin splitting. Experimental data are slowly accumalated in support of these

ideas. Two very important and prcciscd experiments reported last October not

only provide the strongest evidence of these hypothesis but also lead to new useful

predictions.

Symbolic computation: In the last two years I have explored using symbolic manipu-

lation program, mathematica, for creative theoretical problems. The emphasis is on

functional programming as to compare with the more conventional procedure pro-

gramming mainly used for well-defined but tedious chores. A pro_am have been

written to calculate the derivative expansion in the quantum field theory to arbitary

order. The essential part is a tensor package for the increasing cumbersome tensor

operations. The program has been upgrade extensively during the last year to in-

clude nonabelian tensor operators with several symmetry groups, which is a unique

feature in particle physics. This program will be used for further development of

the derivative expansion of quantum field theories and other interesting problems

in particle physics such as the QCD multiparticle amplitutes calculations.

QCD Multiparticle Amplitudes: The calculation of the QCD multiparticle produc-

tion is extremely complicated even in perturbation calculations. Two major ad-



vances in the recent years are the discovery of the spinor heticity technique and the

application of superstring calculational technique to QCD. However these techniques

have strong limitations and are not applicable beyond tree or one-loop approxima-

tion, or for processes with fermion. Recently Harry Lam at McGill University has

formulated a field-theoretic substitue for the superstring calculations, which can be

extended to multiloop amplitudes with fermion. This technique is known as the

string reorganiztion. Since this March Harry Lam and I began our collaboration to

calculate QCD multiparticle processes.

Derivative Expansion: ',Vith the new improved tensor package which now can perform

tensor calculations for tensor operators with one or more internal symmetry group,

I shall be able to apply the derivative expansion technique to problems not possible

to explore before.

A.1 The P states 1VIass Splittings of charmonium and Scalar Con-
finement

The quarkonium P states spectroscopy has served as a very important laboratory in our

understanding of the structures of the long range nonperturbative part of the QCD force.

In order to explain the charmonium fine structure splittings I have proposed the scalar

confinement hypothesis [1] that the quark long range static confinement potential behaves

like a Lorentz scalar. The spin and orbital momentum dependent part of this confinement

potential should be derived classically as the first order relativistic correction from the

effect of rotational motion with respect to the center of the mass [1.3].

Recently there is a strong evidence [4] that the long-awaited singlet P states, _P_ (he),

for the charmonium has finally been found with mass value m = 3526.2 + .15 4- .2MeV.

If this result can be taken seriously, it would be the first time that the spectroscopy of

one set of P states is completed. I have shown [5] that (1) the set of charmonium matrix

elements for the lowest P states can be completely determined and the scalar confinement

hypothesis can be verified in a model-independent manner, and (2) a consistent picture

of the charmonium P states mass splittings also requires that the charm quark possesses

an anomalous color magnetic moment _c = 0.42.

The quarkonium static central potential U(r) =- Y(r)+ S(r) is assumed to be an

admixture of a Lorentz vector part V(r) and a Lorentz scalar part S(r) [1]. The induced

spin-dependent Hamiltonian Hsp1Iv consisting the spin-spin term, the tensor term and

the spin-orbit term, has been calculated classical and intuitively in Ref.[1].
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HSPIN = Hs, + ]'IT + H,o,

Hs, = :23,_ (1+_)(1+_) S_.S_V2V(r),

[ _ ](! av(_) d_v(_))Hr = ,_1(_+_)(_+_) (s_._)(s_._)-_s_.s2 d_ d_ '

_ /!3 +4_)ldV(_) 1 _es(_))s_.s_H,o - \ 2m _ r dr 2rn 2 r dr

The P-State matrix elements can be obtained from the measured (chazmonium) mass

splittings. The three calculated linearly independent matrix elements are chosen such that

(1) only the scalar component of the confinement potential contributes to m_1 (S'/r), (2)

1 (V,,Coulomb potential does not give any contribution to _ + 2V'/r) and (3) linearly

1 (V"). (<> denotes the P state matrix element.)rising potential does not contribute to _-_

200 ..... These matrix elements are plotted as a func-

1_5 tion of _ in Fig. 1. It is very clear that

150 '>/2_ the matrix element V_ml(V" + 2V'/r), which
.-.125

contains essentiallyonly the vector part of
I00

"-" 75 // ""h_,. the confinement potential, is extremely small

! -_" 1 (S'/r) which receives5o _._'/r>/_ "-_.. to compare with m-_ ,

25 i _ contribution only from the scalar part of the
:sV' '*2V' Ir>/2m 2 _ I

0 -:""_0.6-0.4-0.2............... 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0 8 confinement potential, and _(V"), which

_: is predominately the Coulomb potential con-

Fig. l Charmonium P states Matrix ¢]¢rncnt.s _ functions tribution. Therefore the confinement poten-
of charm quark anomalous color magnetic moment

tial must be a Lorentz scalar. In Fig. 2,

the calculated matrkx elements and the ex-

so perimental matrix elements are plotted as a

v'/r>/2m2 Iz_) function of m, using the Cornell potential[6]:

_ r-=0.4:

6o a 0.52 r

V(r) = -- + kr = --- + (2.34GeV_i)2."" I" r

<U'/r>/2m 2 (C i

4o.,,,, with mc = 1.84GeV, rnb = 5.17GeV and

" "'--.=<y/ '.>/2m=Cr--_) the assumption V(r) = { + fkr and S(r) =

20-<v">/2m= ICal) "'--'--.._. (1 - f)kr. At _ = 0, the calculated val-

__:!o_<2L' .2v'/r>/2m_(ax'_) ues are a factor of two too small to compare
0 with the measured values for both matrLx el-

o._ 0.2 o.3 o.4 o s

K ements. The Theoretical values convergeto

the experimental values simultaneously at
Fig.2 Charmonium P states Matrix elements as functions

of charm quark anomalous color magnedc moment
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= .42 and f is determined to be -0.017, which is consistent with the scalar confinement

hypothesis, Similar analysis can be applied to the bottomium 1P and 2P states. The

corresponding 1P1 states have not been seen yet. If the scalar confinement mechanism

is flavor-independent, then their masses should be very close to the centers of gravity of

their corresponding triplets. However the color magnetic moments are expected to be

flavor dependent and they can only be determined empirically in this model. The value

_b = -0.05 gives a reasonable fit for all bottomonium P state masses. Table 1 summarizes

the results of this paper.

TABLE I. P states mass splittings ( in MeV) for charmoniurn and bottomonium
computed using Cornell potential with _c = 0.42 and _b = -.05.

Xc Xb Xbt
Ca} Exp[7] Ca] Exp [7] Cal Exp[7]

AI(3PI) - AI(3P0) 96.3 95.44-1.0 29.2 32.14-2,0 24.0 22.94-0.8
A/(3p2) - h/(3Pl) 46.8 45.6*.+.0.2 21.2 21.3+1.0 17.7 13.44-0.4

hI(3pc..o.g)- hI(]Pl) .093 -.934-0.3[4] -0.944-0.08 -0.204-0.07

A.2 Hadron Isospin Mass Splittings and Meson Decay' Constants

The meson decay constants f,x[ are parameters of fundamental important for understand-

ing the basic structures in particle physics. The)' can only be calculated through nonper-

turbative approach. For mesons composed with one heavy quark and one light quark in

the nonrelativistic quark model, f,_[ is related to the wave-function at the origin I_(0)[

V/by f,xlh = (,,_+-_h) I_(0)1' where m and m h are the constituent light and heavy quark

mass respectively. On the other hand, the magnetic contribution to the isospin hyperfine

splittings is proportional to a IqJ(O)l2. One can directly relate the heavy m_on decay

constants to the isospin mass splittings.[8, 9, 10] Since there are many isospin multiplets

and the analysis may be very sensitive to their large experimental uncertainty as well as

their reliability, it is important to re-examine the structure of the hadron isospin splittings

and to understand various sources of contributions, in order to extract the relevant and

precise parameters for the calculation of the decay constants.

l have proposed a very successful model for the hadron isospin splittings[ll].In that

model, the s-wave hadron masses are determined by the matrLx element[12, 13]:



MASS COLOR HYPERFINE ELECTROSTATIC MACNETIC HYPERFINE

i>j i>j _>j
% , y _ • .¢, , •

STRONG HADRON MASS SPLITTINGS ELECTROMACNECTIC MASS SPLITTINGS
• , , •

ISOSPIN SPLITTINGS

where Dp = (2rr/3m2)(63(r) >p = (2,-r/3m 2) I (0)1=._¢ assumed to be constant which is

a fair approximation for the mass matrix if at least one quark is light. As in QCD, the

only source of flavor symmetry breaking is from the quark mass differences. The values

of these parameters are given in Ref.[12].

The mass matrix consists of four contributions: the strong mass splittings comes

entirely from the quark mass and the color hyperfine interaction, while the electrostatic

Coulomb term and the magnetic hyperfine term contribute to the electromagnetic part

of the isospin splittings, The contribution to the isospir, splittings includes not only the

electromagnetic contributions but also from the mass difference of the up and down quark.

Associated with this mass difference there must also be an induced isospin breaking effect

of the quark mass dependence from the color hyperfine interaction. In effect all four terms

contribute to the isospin splittings,

TABLE II. Hadron isor_ultiglet splittings in hleV,

Mass Colo{: HF Electric Mag. "Total Expt,[7]

n - p 2.66 -.76 -1.0 0.4 1,3 1,2933

- - E + 5.32 ,28 1.0 1.4 8.0 7,97 4- 0.07

_- - E° 2,66 .14 2,0 0.1 4,9 4.88 4- 0,06

E'- - E ". 5,32 -1,32 1.0 .,-0,1 4,9 4.4 4- 0,6

E'- - I:"° 2,66 -.66 2.0 -0.7 3,3 3.5 4- 1.0

E- - E ° 2,66 1,04 2.0 1,0 6.7 6.4 4- 0,6

E'- - E"° 2.66 -.56 2.0 -0.5 3.6 3.2 4-0.6

]Ec° - T:++ 5.32 -,42 --4.9 -0,3 -0,3 -.2 4- 0.8

Z:c° - E+ 2.66 -.26 -1.0 -0.7 0.7 -0.4 4-3.1
•=o _ =,+ 2.66 .74 -I.0 0.8 3.2 6.3 4- 2,3

K ° - K + 2.66 2.36 --0.5 -0.5 4.0 4.02

D- - D O 2.66 .72 1,00 .32 4,7 4,8 4- 0.119]

D'- - D "° 2,66 .,24 1,00 -,11 3,3 3.32 4- 0,08[9]

B ° - B + 2,66 .24 -0,50 -.06 2,3 0,1 4- 0,80
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Table II summarizes the comparison of the predicted isospin splittings with the

measured values together with the itemized contributions from each of the four con-

tributions. The overall agreement is excellent. Clearly the model-sensitive hyperfine

terms are small and their magnitudes are comparable to the experimental error of the

isospin splittings. It would be difficult to determine accurately the magnetic hyperfme

contributions and [_(0)[. The exception is the recent measurement of the D meson

isospin splittings which gives the most accurately measured hyperfine isospin splitting

(D + - D °) - (D "+ - D "°) = 1.48 + .10 MeV [9]. The decay constant fO can then be

determined by the following simple formula:

 I}Ii'D -_ _ "rnCV_n [(D+- DO) -(D'+- D'°)] - m
1

-- [29 .4(279,sMv){ :.4s+ o.:o - 1.12 } = :72

A small value of fD is the result of two large subtractions, The hyperfine isospin splitting

removes all spin-independent contributions, such as md- mu term and the electrostatic

coulomb term and the second subtraction subtract out the sizable color hyperfine in-

duced isospin splitting contribution to yield a net extremely small magnetic hyperfine

contribution.

3so The only model-sensitive parameter in the

_ Ixperxmental Upper Bound

300___wS.-/_"_"_:".__ (_/_/f///_"-/ t" _ expression for fm is the fractional isospin

=so splittings ,n_-,n, In Fig. 3 fD is plot-

-. =00 ted as a function of md -- rr_ in solid lines•

_- _50 The band represents the experimental er-

rors in the mass splittings. The experi-
100

mental upper bound 290 MeV[14] implies
50

a lower bound of 1 .heeV on 777,d -- rnu, and
o

o.5 : _.s 2 2.5 _ 3.5 there is a natural theoretical upper bound
m[d]-m[u] (MeV)

,_3.5AJeV. Hence 1]ZfeV< ma - mu <

Fig.3 D meson decay constant .I_v in unit of hleV. 3,5 MeV,

From Table II, clearly md- mu _',,es the dominant contribution to the isospin mass

splittings and is the best determined paramete:" in this model) md- m,, = 2.66MeV.

This value is represented by a vertical liae in Fig. 3.

The model is also capable of predicting accurately the D meson mass splittings. If one

uses the calculated values for the D mesons splittings in Table II, one obtains ]D =

190 :t=25 MeV (a solid black dot in Fig. 3). These two estimates are consistent within



their uncertainty.

Other decay constant, such as fm,, can be expressed in term of fD,

= ,, - D) J = 202 30 =172=1:25 "

The values of fo and fv, in the present calculation are comparable to the other theoretical

estimates[15]. Recent lattice gauge calculation gives fo = 208 4- 35 4- 12 MeV and fD° =

230 4- 30 =k 18 MeV[16].

IvIost of the isospin splittings models do not contain the color hyperfine induced

isospin splitting contribution [17] and there also exists some argument against a large

contribution from this term [18]. In that case the last term in the curly bracket of the

equation for fD would not be present and there would not be a large cancellation. The

corresponding fo is 350 McV. Better measurement on fD will help to clarify the existent

of the term.

A.3 QCD h,lultiparticles Amplitudes

Because of the presence of spin and internal symmetry, the calculation of raultiparticles

amplitudes for gauge theories could be extremely complicated even in the low order of

perturbation theory. In the tree order (no loop), the QCD 2_ 6 gluon amplitude con-

tains about a billion terms, which would be unmanageable even with the largest computer.

Two major advances in recent years have simplified the calculations considerably. The

spinor helicity technique[19] simplifies the calculation greatly by making use of the ap-

proximation that in high ener_' collision, the fcrmion masses can be neglected. However

that approximation is not valid for loop diagram. More recently it was discovered that

when the gauge theory viewed as string theories in the infinite string tension limit,they

have a much simpler organization of the amplitiudes than traditiional Feynman diagram

organization[20]. But such procedure is limited to one-loop diagram and no fermion and

has no obvious generaliztion. Even so such improvement in perturbataion theory tech-

nique has allowed practical calculations of processes that would have seemed out of reach.

Recently Lain at McGill has found a field theoretic apprach to the string reogani-

zation technique, which can be combined naturally with the spinor helicity technique[21].

Furthermore this new approch can be extended to multiloop amplitudes, with or without

fermion. This new method simplifies the calculation for some very special helicity con-

figuration tremendously. For general helicity configuration in one-loop diagram, with or



without fermion, the practical calculations would still be very complicated but hopefully

within reach. My expertise in symbolic computation and my Mathematica packages can

contribute to this task. Lain and I begin to collaborate this summer. In addition to

modify my existing tensor package for this calculation, I have also prepared several other

packages for spinor helicity calculation, Feynman diagrams, color SU(3) algebra and other

applications. Lam and his student have been working on the Feynman integrals.

A.4 Derivative expansion and effective action expansion

Much progress and speculations in fundamental particles interactions in the recent years

have based on hierarchy of levels of effective dynamics. While the fundamental field theo-

ries may appear to be simple and perhaps elegant at very short distance, the connectio_i to

the observable dynamics at low energy level are extremely complex and remote. With the

emerging problems such as the Skyrmion physics, strongly interacting Higgs sector of the

standard model, supersymmetric nonlinear a model, supergravity, anomalies etc., there

has been increasing interest toward effective field theories with higher derivative couplings.

Important progresses have been achieved for the efficient derivation of the derivative (el-

fective action) expansions by integrating out the non-observable quantum degrees of free-

dom associated with the short distant dynamics [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 42]. In

particular my method has been followed by works from major groups such as Berkeley

[29, 30, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41] and Seattle Washington [44, 45, 46], in diversified ar-

eas from nuclear and soliton physics to supersymmetry and super_avity. This new tool

opens up many applications as well as many questions which has not been raised before.

In addition there may be also improvements on the technique and generalizations to more

complex and realistic problem such as the non-abelian-gauge-meson-loop.

An important aspect of my formulation is that the derivative expansion can be de-

veloped systematically in a straightforward manner without having to solve any equation.

I have used this method to calculate the four derivative terms in a number of models. In

a number of problems it is clear that it may be useful to go beyond the four-derivative

terms. However the algebra for the computation becomes unmanageable. With the help

of Mathematica, hopefully this task can be accomplished.

I am going to describe only a few examples in this proposal my research in this

direction.



A.4.1 Improvement of the derivative expansion and new direction

In spite of its many possible applications, the use the derivative expansion is restrictive

because the series does not converge or not converge fast enough in some interesting cases.

Important examples are vacuum energy in the presence of background fields and quantum

correction to the soliton energy. Several attempts have been directed toward finding a

possible solution or partial solution to this problem.[43][44, 45, 46] The latest work by

Wasson and Koonin [34] is an very interesting effort to patch up what derivative expansion

fails to accomplish by a brute force numerical calculation. In the process of formulating a

smooth transition between the two process, they have actually provided some important

hint which stimulates nay present work.

It is interesting to point out that the derivative expansion is the equivalence of WKB

expansion. Given a potential U(x) such that U(oa)= U(-oo)= Constant and U(x)is a

smooth function of x. The WKB expansion for a physical quantity such as the phaseshiff

at a given energy 5" is in fact a derivative expansion in powers of the derivative of U(x).

The dimension of the higher derivatives is balanced by an appropriate inverse factors of

x/E - U(x). It is clear that (1) the \\rKB expansion is a high energy expansion, (2)it is not

possible to extract bound states information from the WKB appro_mation, and (3) there

is no unique expansion parameter in the derivative expansion and therefore it becomes

impossible to construct any sensible analytical continuation scheme for the series. To

resolve these difficulties I have constructed another high energy approximation, a power

series expansion in the inverse power of momentum p = vIE- U(oa) with coefficients

given by some combination of U(z)- U(cc) and derivatives of U(x), or equivalently

an expansion of small U(x) - U(_) and small derivatives of U(x) (or derivatives of

U(x) - U(oa) since Y(oa) is a constant). I shall refer this expansion as the large loop-

momentum expansion. The new series has much better behavior. In addition, one can use

the well known methods such as Pad_ approximant or Borel summation to analytically

continue the series beyond its radius of convergence. More importantly the analytical

properties of potential scattering is well known in the complex momentum plane and they

can be used as powerful constraints in constructing the analytic continuation.

This method can readily be applied to the derivative expansion in quantum field

theory. It is of particular interest to use it to calculate the vacuum energy of a particular

background field configuration because the conventional derivative expansion fails to con-

verge in many instances. Quantum correction to the soliton mass is a special example. In

the background field formulation of the effective action derivative expansion,the quantum

10



loop correction is performed in momentum space while the effective action is expressed

automatically in configuration space. The energy for a static backgrounfield can be ob-

tained by calculating the effective action without the time integration. If one reserves the

loop-energy integration to be performed at the very end, one can immediately recognize

that the convergence of the large momentum expansion is controlled by the singularities in

the complex momentum plane closest to zero energy, namely the ground state and other

low-lying poles. For a soliton backgroud field, the ground state is the zero energy mode

from the translational invariance and therefore it can be folded into the series to yield a

much more convergent series. For the Sine-Gordon soliton, there is no other singularity

and the series terminates to yield the exact solution. In the case of the one-dimension _54

solition, it reduces to a geometric series convergent everywhere and can be summed up to

give the exact pole location and therefore the exact solution. To check how this method

works in the case where there is no exact solution, I have applied it to the Christ-Lee

soliton, which is the spontaneous s)mametry breaking if6 model in one dimension. This

model contains one nontrivial parameter c. In the limit c ---,0 it reduce to the _b4 model,

otherwise there is no analytic calculation for the quantum correction of the soliton mass.
1

I used l_Iathematica to calculate the series up to the order p---_-.,requiring terms with
12-derivatives, in order to check the covergence. In addition to fold in the zero ener_'

poles,/ use Pad_ approximant to separate the low-lying poles until the remaining series

converges rapidly. As c increases from zero, the number of bound states increases, it takes

more and more terms in the series (which in turn requires more higher derivatives terms)

to reproduce the positons of these poles. However since the contour integration is chosen

along the imaginary energy axis and the effects of the far-away-poles have much less influ-

ence and can be incorporated by a few effective low-lying poles, I find that an eight terms

series produces three poles and gives sufficiently rapid convergence for almost the entire

range of c. This method can be readily generalized to higher dimension, more complicated

field theories including fermions and gauge fields as well as higher order calculation with

multi-loop contribution.

There is one very important result coming out from this calculation rather unex-

pectedly but it may have much wider implication. The calculation show that the simplifi-

cation actually is derived from the natural expansion of _b(z) and U[_b(z)] around z ---, c_

which is the asymptotic classical ground state which may or may not be a symmetric

vacuum. From dimension analysis such expansion naturally isolates the divergences in

the decreasing order and renormaliztion can be performed almost automatically. In the

conventional approach one defines the renormalization for the symmetry theory and ana-

11



lytically continues the parameters of the symmetrical theory to the spontaneous symmetry

breaking limit, whereas the present formulation asserts that it is simpler and it also gives

a better approximation when the renormalization is performed at the natural vacuum.

This procedure makes the higher order calculation much easier. A immediate consequence

is that there will be finite renormalization for the wave-function renormalization as well as

other finite renormalizations for the ¢4 theory not required by symmetric renormalization.

A.4.2 Berry's phases and the Wess and Zumino terms

A very important progress in particle physics and quantum field theory in the recent years

is the understanding of why some symmetries in classical physics may disappear when

symmetry violating q_ mtum processes are taken into account. The anomalous symmetry

breaking term in the effective Lagran_an is known as the Wess-Zumino term[48]. The

existence of the the Wess-Zumino terms or the anomaly depends on the highly nontrivial

topoloo_' of the mapping between the internal symmetry space and the configuration

space. It is of no surprise that the naive application of the derivative expansions, which

describe the local variations, would not be able to deduce the Wess-Zumino term which

own its existence to the nontrivial global properties.

Berry's elegant work[49] on the modification of the quantum adiabatic theorem

provides a general framework to understand the non-integrable phase in dwnamical sys-

tem in which the \Vess-Zumino term is a special case in quantum field theories[50]. Berry

discovered that when a system traverse a closed path in an external parameters space, the

wave function acquires an additional nonintegrable geometrical phase factor not included

in the more familiar dynamical phase factor. This phase factor is amazingly universal

[51]. Since quantum mechanics can be considered as a zero dimension field theory', adi-

abatic expansion is the derivative expansion , as the Berry's phase corresponds to the

Wess-Zumino term, a quantum mechanics model in which Berry's phase is realized would

provide a simple labor_tory to explore our ideas of derivative expansion. Conversely our

techniques in derivative expansion and topological consideration can be applied to give a

simple understanding and derivation of the Berry's phase.

I have found that the derivative expansion method which I developed in Ref. [23]

is the only method suitable for this purpose, although not anticipated at that time.

In order to by-pass some technical problems, this systematical method contains a little

twist, namely to functionally differentiate the fermion determinant before the derivative

expansion and to functionally integrate back. However it can now be seen that the final

12



functional integration can be used as an important way to tie the derivative expansion to

to topological structure of the mapping between the internal space and the configuration

space. This can be illustrated by a very simple model of a spin-½ particle (fast degrees of

freedom) coupled to a time-dependent external magnetic field (slow degrees of freedom).

The effective action can be defined by integrating out the fast degrees of freedom (the

spin-½ field). The effective action term corresponding to the Berry's phase can then be

obtained by the derivative expansion method thus described. The similarity between the

Berry's phase and the Wess-Zumino term becomes obvious. Therefore the techniques can

equally bc applied to the calculation of the Wess-Zumino terms. A paper to report this

work is in preparation.

A.4.3 Derivative expansions for strong fields Quantum Electrodynamics

In the recent years, attention has been drawn to the strong coupling QED in both 3+1

and 2+1 dimensions in view of possible phase transition and critical behavior[53, 54, 52].

The strong-coupling phase of QED must be a nonperturbative phenomenon that depends

on the presence of a rather strong and varying background field. Numerical method has

been used to investigate QED on a lattice by Kogut et a1154].

It has been suggested[52] that it may be a reasonable approximation to use

Schwinger's proper-time formalism to study the fermion propagator in the presence of

a background field. However it is shown that the analytical solution given by constant-

field case is not rich enough to display the critical behavior. It is neccessary to incorperate

the variation of the field into the calculation. For that purpose, I have been devising a

method to integrate my derivative expansion technique with the Schwinger's proper time

formalism so that the leading term of [he expansion corresponds to schwinger's analytic

solution and the correction to the constant-field approximation can be calculated pertur-

batively in the order of the number of derivatives of the field.
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B QCD Dynamics on the Lattice (R.. Haymaker)

The group of collaborators working in lattice QCD[1]-[20] and related continuum
problems now includes three faculty members: 3. Wosiek, at the Jagellonian
University in Cracow, and at LSU Dana Browne who is working primarily in
condensed matter physics and myself. A postdoc working in lattice gauge theory,
Ken Yee, joined our group on July 1. Two students in our group recently
completed their Ph.D's: V. Singh completed her degree in December 1992 and
took a postdoc position at MatScience in Madras, India. Yincai Peng completed

his degree in August 1993. IIe is on a short term postdoc appointment at LSU.

Lattice Simulations of Color Flux: We have had an ongoing program for

some time to study the color flux surrounding static charges making use
of the LSU FPS array processor[I]-[13]. This work was presented in

Seillac('87)[2], Zakopane('89)[3], Capri('89)[4], Rice Univ('90)[5],
Tallahassee('90)[7], Tsukuba('91)[8] and Paris('92)[9]. This phase, i.e. the
SU(2) gauge theory is essentially complete. We have made the first test
of the 5Iichacl sum rulc_[?] which we discuss here. The final work on flux
profiles is conde_ased in the Paris proceedings[9] and a final paper[13]should
be completed shortly'.

Topological Mechanism for Quark Confinement: Confinement has long
been suspected to be a consequence of the topological nature of the QCD
Vacuurrl. In the mid-1970's 't Hooft and Mandclstam suggested that con-
finement could be thought of as a dual Meissner effect, where the quarks
played the role of magnetic monopolcs in a Type-II superconductor, and

color magnetic monopoles acted like Cooper pairs. Confinement appears
to bc linked to the condensation of magnetic monopoles. We have been

successful in seeing the dual Abrikosov vortex is considerable detail[20, 9].
In U(1) we were able to measure the curl of the magnetic monopole cur-
rent and verify that the London relation was satisfied, and we used it to
inca.sure the London penetration depth. These results were reported at
conferences in Vienna, Paris[9] and Amsterdam[10]. We further showed
that the fluxoid was quantized. Wc are just now getting results for the

SU(2) gauge fixed theory and again find a strong signal for the curl of
the monopole current. From our results we infer that the U(1) case is
an extreem type II dual superconductor in which the coherence length is
much smaller than the penetration depth. In the SU(2) case we have ten-
titavely concluded that the coherence length is of the order of the London
penetration depth. This was reported at Amsterdam('92)[20] conference
and the Fermilab[12]confcrence. A paper on SU(2) has been published in
Physics Letters[11].
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Finite Size Scaling: In our work so far we have used lattice volumes large
enough to assure that the string formation take_ place. However there
is a wealth of data on smaller volumes where there are analytic results

for comparisons. We would like to build on our flux calculations to see if
some of the transitions seen in these regions correspond to changes in the
flux distribution as a function of the lattice volume. We have succeeded

in generalizing the Michael sum rules to the case of finite volume and
temperature and have checked the results with flux calculations. Two

papers are completed[ld, 15].

B-1 Topological Mechanism for Quark Confinement (with

V. Singh and D. Browne)

I3-1.1 Dual Supercond_letor Model of Confinement

_\'e now turn to the mechanism for flux tube formation and present direct ev-

idence that supercurrents of magnetic monopoles produce a dual Abrikosov
vortex[21]. U(1) lattice gallge theory in 4 dimensions has both a confined phase
at large charge and a weak coupling deconfined phase corresponding to con-
tinuum electrodvnamics with a Coulomb interaction between static charges.

Therefore confinement or its absence can be studied using U(1) lattice gauge
theory as a prototype, before tackling the more complicated non-Abelian the-
ories that actually describe quarks, hluch evidence for the dual superconduc-
tor hypothesis has accumulated from studies[22, 23, 24] of lattice gauge the-

or)'. Pol.vakov[22] and Banks, Myerson and Kogut[23] showed that U(1) lattice
gauge theory in the presence of a quark-antiquark pair could be approximately
transformed into a model describing magnetic current loops (the monopoles)
interacting with the electric current generated by tile qff pair. DeGrand and
Toussaint[24] demonstrated via a numerical simulation that the vacuum of U(1)

lattice gaug;e theory was populated by monopole currents, copious in the con-
fined phase and rare in the deconfined phase. This behavior has also been seen in
non-Abelian models after gauge fixing[25]. Many studies of non-Abelian models
using Dirac monopoles[25, 26] or other topological excitations[27] support the
dual superconductor mechanism, although other studies[2g] dissent.

So far, studies of confinement have examined %ulk" properties such as the
monopole density[24, 25], and the behavior of the static quark potentiM[26].

In a recent paper[20] we presented the first direct evidence that the flux tube
is a dual Abrikosov vortex. We further show that there ate exact U(1) lattice
gauge theory analogues of two key relations that lead to the Meissner effect in
a superconductor; the London equation and the fluxoid quantization condition.
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B-l.2 ElectricField Profiles

Our simulationsweredone on a Euclideanspacetimelatticeofvolume 92 × 10.

The staticchargesarerepresentedby a Wilsonloopas intheprevioussection.

We takea 3x 3loopinthez-_ planeand measurethefieldsinthez-y planeat

themidpointbetweenthecharges.Becauseofthegeometricalsymmetry ofthe
measurementsonlythez-componentsof(_)and (V x JM) arenonzero.Ifthe

Wilsonloopisremoved,eventhez-componentsaveragetozero,so theresponse

isclearlyinducedby thepresenceofthestaticcharges.Only theimaginarypart

oftheWilson loopcontributestotheaveragesofthesetwo quantities.

The plaquettemeasuresfluxpassingthrougha unitsquareon thelatticeI

c._p[iea_,,(_]= e._p[;O,,_(_]-U,(_U,(_+ p)U_(_+ _)UJ(_. (I)

The electric flux in lattice variables is

£,(_ =Im exp[i0o4(r")]. (2)

Figure5(a)showstheelectricfluxdistributionfor/_= 1.Iwherethevacuum
isillthe deconfinedphase.Tllebroadfluxdistributionseenisidenticaltothe

dipolefieldproducedby placingtwo classicalchargesat thequark positions,

exceptthattheclassicalvalueofthefluxon theqffaxisisafactoroftwo smaller.

Wc measure thetotalelectricfluxfrom one quark to theother,includingnot

onlythe fluxthroughtheplanebetweenthecharges(0.8504:I:0.0045)but also

the flux(0.0951:i:0.0028)thatflowsthroughthe latticeboundary becauseof
the periodicboundary conditions.Thisyieldsa totalfluxof(0.9453:I:0.0053),

closeto the theoreticalvalue_, = e/vzh-_= I/v_ = 0.9534.

Figure5(b)and 6(a)shows theelectricfluxintheconfinedphase(/_- 0.95).
In thiscasethefluxisconfinedalmostentirelywithinone latticespacingofthe

axisand essentiallyno fluxpassesthe longway around throughthe lattice

boundary,The netfluxisagainequalto I/v/_withinstatisticalerror.This

behaviorisexactlywhat one would expectfrom the superconductinganalogy,

where the fluxhasbeen "squeezed"intoa narrowtube.

B-l,3 Magnctlc Monopole Supercurrents

The monopole currents are found by a prescription devised by DeGra_d and
Toussaint[24], which employs a lattice version of Gauss' Law to locate the Dirac
string attached to the monopole. The net flux into each plaquette face is given
by (/9_.(_ rood 2,'r). If the sum of the fluxes into the faces of a 3-volume at
fixed time is nonzero, a monopole is located in the box. A non-zero net flux can

IThe. flux here means Ex (area). We use the same term for E _ or B 2 since it hn._ become
an accepted usage,
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occur only if a multiple of 2;r arises from the rood operation. Therefore the net
flux is

$/,_eJ

The net flux into the box at fixed time thus yields the monopole Ucharge" den-
sity, the time component of the monopole 4-current JM. The spatial components
are found similarly,The monopole currentsform closedloopsdue to the con-

servationofmagneticcharge,Finallythecurliscalculatedby thelineintegral

ofthe currentarounda dualplaquette.

We show in Fig. 6(a) (£') and in Fig. 6(b) -(4 x J'M) in the confined phase
as a function of the distance from the q# axis. The data show that the spatial
variation of the flux and the curl of the current are very similar, except for the
point on the axis which will be discussed below.

B-1.4 London Equations, Fluxold Quantizatlon and the Abrikosov
Vortex

In order to interpret this rt.sult we would like to review the ordinary London
theory. In the next section we interchange electric and magnetic quantities to
get the dual results.

A concise statement of the London theory is contained in the relation "_

.'_+_f=o; (V.,4=O). (4)¢

If tile charge density is zero., then in this gauge the electric field is given by

-.,;tic and therefore E - A_f/c. This describes a perfect conductor and is just

Newton's law for free carriers, eE = m_. By taking the curl of Eqn.(4) we
obtain the condition for a perfect diamagnet.

C -

x £= -_ e. (_)

This relation together with Arnpere's law _xB -- fie gives X7_/3 = /_/A 2 which
implies that the magnetic field falls off in the interior of the superconductor with
a skin depth A.

Finally the fluxoid is given by the integral

_s k_ /c k' t_c(_+ -_ ×£). ,_,h,=, (7,+ - 7).,_F=, ,_ = ,,#,,, C6)

If the Curve C is in a simply connected region of a superconductor, then n = 0.
ttowever if the curve encircles a hole in the material then n need not be zero but

2We :use Heavlslde-Lorentz units to be conslstent with'lattice gauge theory.
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must be an integer, In an extreme type ]I Abrikosov vortex, a very small core
is comprised of normal material. A single unit of magnetic flux of radius -- A
passes through the vortex. The fiuxoid density _ + _V x dis zero everywhere¢

except in the region of the normal material. In the limit in which the core is a
delta function we obtain:

Further if we use Ampere's law we can get an analytic expression for B_,

Cm

I3-1.5 Dual Superconductor

We interpret our results using the following relations which are the dual of the
corrsponding relations in the previous section'.

C

where the unit of electric flux ¢, = 1/V_. Figure 5(c) shows the result of
fitting our data to this relation. The London penetration depth, A, is the only
free parameter. \Ve are able to determine a value of A which gives zero away
from the axis and a delta fllnctio_3with the correct coefficient on axis. Further

we can check that the electric flux profile is given by

This function has no free parameters, This curve is also shown in Fig, 6(a)
showing excellent agreement. We find a value of A/a : 1.19 + 0.02, which
is consistent with the range of penetration of the electric flux in Fig. 6(a)
and the thickness of the current sheet in Fig. 6(b). We expect that, a.s in
a superconductor, the transition to the deconfined phase will be signalled by
a divergence of the London penetration depth. We have therefore measured
A further from the deconfinement transition at /3 = 0.90, and find a smaller
penetration depth of A/a --- 0.78 d: 0.05. In the deconfined phase, ,/3= 1.1 we
find an almost insignificant value of (V x J_v) and fitted values of A were larger
than our lattice size.

In summary, one car, find a value of the London penetration depth, A, that
satisfies Eqn.(9) off axis. One then finds that for the point on axis, the same
value of A gives one quantum of electric flux as predicted by Eqn.(9). Finally
the same value of A gives a good fit to the profile using Eqn.(10). ttence con-
slderabie detail of the dual Abrikosov is verified. It is perhaps surprising that a
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nonlinear,stronglyinteracting,modelsuchasU(1)latticegaugetheorycouldbe

de.scribedby suchasimplemodel asthelinearLondon equationsbut our results

indicatethattheoperators(_)and (V x fM) when measured inthe presence

ofsourceofexternalfluxlikeaWilsonloop,givean ¢nambiguousindicationof

theconfinementofelectricfluxby a monopole currentdistribution.The simu-

lationyieldsa largesignalevenwithmodesnt amounts ofcomputer timeon a

Sun workstation.AlthoughtileMeissnereffectitselfrequiresonlythatEq. (10)

holdoffaxis,our dataalsosupportthe more restrictivefluxoidquantization

relationon axis.Thisadditionalrelationreflectsthesingle-valuednatureofthe

orderparameterinaGinzburg-Landaudescriptionofthemonopolecondensate.

Becausethemonopolesappearpointlikeinoursimulations,latticegauge theory

lookslikean cxtrcrnctype-Ifsuperconductor.

We now alsohaveresultsforSU(2).Figure7 and 8 show theelectricfield

and curl of the rnonopole current defined in tile maxima! abelian gauge[25]. It is
veryinterestingthatthecurlofthemagneticmo.Jopo]_currenthas a behavior

thatcan easilybe interpreteda._,a coherencelengthdefinedinthe Ginzburg-
Landau theoryas shown by the curve.Thereforewe believethatboth the

London penetrationdcl,thand thecoherencelengthcan be measuredforQCD.

We believethisisa very interestingdevdopmcnt and planto scaleup this

calculation to investigate all a.spects of this
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B-2 Flux Distributions On Finite Lattices (with Y. Peng)

B-2.1Background

Itiswell-knownthatQCD hasa deconfiningphasetransitionatsome very

hightemperatureTo.As T < Tc QCD isintheconfinedphase,otherwise,it

isintheunconfinedphase[I],Thisphasetransitionhasbeenstudiedexten-

sitivelyby thelatticegaugetheory(LGT).Many evidenceshavebeenfound

thatquarkconfinementisdue tothefluxtube(string)formationofthecolor

fieldlinesconnectingquarks[7,21,13].Inthezerotemperatureand largevol-

ume limittheq4fiuxdistributionhasbeenstudiedindetailbyHaymakerand

WosiekfromSU(2)LGT simulations[13].However,thebehaviorsoftheflux

distributionwiththetemperatureT ar,d itsrelationwiththedeconfinement

transitionhavenotbeenexplored.On theotherhand,inthezerotemperature

butfinitevolumelimit,QCD canbe solvedsemi-analyticalyinsmall-volumes

(z9 < 1) [3] and in intermediate-volumes (1 < z9 < 5)[6]. Here the parameter,

z9 = m(0+)L, is used to characterize the physical size of the volume [4], with

rn(0+) the mass gap and L the box size. These analytical solutions has been

checked in intermediate-volumes by LGT calculations of some global quantities,

such as, the string tension and the glueball masses [8]. However,the global stud-

ies have left some open questions which may be answered by measuring local

quantities, such as the q_ flux distributions. These considerations lead us to

study the flux distributions on finite lattices

In our study of SU(2) lattice gauge theory (LGT) we used the standard

Wilson action [14]

(1)P

where fl = 4/g 2 with g to be the lattice coupling constant, and Up is the

product of link variables around a plaquette. We follow Ref. [8] to choose our

four-dimensional Euclidean lattices of the size, Artx N_ x N_, with the geometry

Nt < N, <<(N,. It is known that in LGT the temperature T of the system is

related to the temporal extent of the lattice [2]. If one chooses Nt as the time
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direction, then the temperature can be defined as,

1

T = N,'--';' (2)
where a in the lattice spacing, which is a function of ft. This corresponds to study

the system at the temperature, T = 1/Nta, and in the volume, V = N_Nsa s.

The lattice observable needed to measure the flux distributions on lattices of

small Nt is the following [12, 21],

fl [ (P(0)P'(r)r'3.v) _ (r-3_v)]]',_(r,x) = _'X (P(0)PT(r))

--_4[ (P(O)P'(r)Du'(x)) - (P(O)PI(r)O"v(xR)) ]{p(o)Pt(r)) , (3)

where P(r) is the Polyakov loop along Nt direction, t2uv = ½Tr(Up), is the

plaquette variable, and xR is a distant reference point. In the continuum limit

the six components of ]_ correspond to the components of the chromo-electric

and chromo-magnetic fields (£, B) in Minkowski space, i.e.,

/;_ _ ° -L_ _ ° E_,c_), (4)-, _(-t_i, ,-_, Ei,

The total electric and magnetic energy densities are defined as

1(C2)_ 1

1{B2)_ 1pm_= _ _[(is_)+ (t_)+<_])]. (s)

The total energy and action densities are given by the combination,

PE -- Pel "4"Prna,

p, = p,l-p_. (6)

B-2.2 Flux Distributions At Finite Temperatures

On the lattice, Ntx N] × N,, with the geometry Nt < N, _ N,, if Nt is

chosen as the time direction, one can study the system at the finite temperature,

T = 1/Nta, and in the volume, V = N_,N_as. As N, _ Nt, the system is

approaching the large volume limit in which a deconfining phase transition is
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expectedtooccur.However,as N, issmall(N, _ N,),one expectsthatfinite

volumeeffectsarelarge.Typically,we chooseN, = 4 and 6,Nj = 5,7,9,11,and

hr_= 65 withthe latticecouplingconstant/3inthe range,2.25</3 < 2.40for

Art= 4,and 2.30</3 <:2.50forN, = 6. We measured theq4fluxdistributions

on theselatticesusingEq. (3).Our results[10]show thatforN, = 4 thesystem

isapproachingthe largevolume limitasN_ = 9 or 11.

B.2.2.1 Large Volume Limit (V -, co)

In the largevolume limit(_,"---co),the phasetransitionoccurs.The q4

system isin the confinedphase as T < To, however,forT > Tc itisin the

unconfinedphase. We expectthatthe fluxtube (string)formationoccursin

theconfinedphase,withtheincreaceoftemperaturethestringtensionbecomes

weak,and thefluxtubedisappearsintheunconfinedphase.Therefore,the q_

fluxdistributionshouldhave differentbehaviorsinthe two phases.

InFig.1we plotthefluxdistributionsinthetwo phases,whichweremeasured

on latticesofthesize,4.l1"_.65.The plotsshowstheenergydensitydistribution

pE on thetransverseplanemidway betweentheq_pair.Fig.I(a)shows theflux

distributionsintheconfinedphasewithvariousq_ separation,r= 3a,4a,5a,6a.

Fig.I (b)shows the similardistributionsin theunconfinedphase.We can see

thatinthe confinedphasethe fluxenergydensitybetweentheq_ isstilllarge

forlargeq_ separations(e.g.,r = 6a).However,in the unconfinedphase the

energydensitydecreasesrapidlywithr,and becomes verysmallforlarger.

Fig.2 shows the behaviorsofthecentersliceactionaA changingwith the

q_ separationr in the two phases,where ¢,4isthe integrationof #0.4on the

transverseplanemidway between theq_ pair(centerslice).Again,Fig.2 (a)

shows the resultsintheconfinedphase,Fig.2 (b) isinthe unconfinedphase.

One can seethatthetwo plotsalsoshow verydifferentbehaviors,intheconfined

phase or.4almostkeepsto be a constantwithr . However,inthe unconfined

phasecA decreasesrapidlywithr,and almostvanishesforlarger.This agrees

with the expectationthatstringformationoccursin the confinedphase,and

disappearsintheunconfinedphase.
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TableI:The stringtensiondata_ measuredon thelattice,4 x N_ x 64 with

]3= 2.38,forN, = 4,6,8.

4 x N,2 × 04, ]3= 2.38

N, 4 O 8

vr_a 0,2424 (23) 0.1357 (44) 0,0732 (81)

B.2.2.2FiniteVolume Effects

As thetransversespatialsizeofthelattice,N,,issmall,thevolumeissmall,

finitesizeeffectsbecomeslarge.InthiscasethevolumeV isa longrectangular

boxwitha smalltransversesizeIv',.Ifoneputa q¢colorsources,whichisnot

intrinsicallyconfined,inthebox,theq_fluxcannotspreadout,and theflux

lineswouldbe squeezedby theboundariesintoa fluxtubeform,eventhough

thereisno intrinsicstringformation,asshowninFig.3.Our fluxmeasurement

resultssupportthispoint.

Fig.4 showsthefluxactiondensitydistributionp.4on thecenterslicefor

variousq_ separationr. The dataweremeasuredon thelatticeof thesize,

4.52 .65with]3= 2.40,whichhassmalltransversesize(i.e.N, = 5).Since

]3> ]3c(_c""2.30)correspondstotheunconfinedphase,so theqq pairis

intrinsicallyunconfined,and thereisno intrinsicstringformation.However,in

Fig.4 onecanseethatthefluxvalues#0.4on thelatticeboundariesarelarge,

whichimpliesthatfinitesizeeffectsarelarge.With theincreaceofthequark

separationr thefluxdistribution#0.4approachesa uniformdistribution,which

showstheexistenceofa fluxtube.Therefore,ifone measuresthepotential

energyofa ¢/_pairon suchlattices,onewouldfinda linearpotentialforlarge

r,whichresultsina stringtension_.As thetransversesizeN, becomeslarge,

finitevolumeeffectbecomessmall_oneexpectsthatthestringtensionI¢becomes

vanishing.InTableI we listsomestringtensiondatameasuredon latticesof

variousN_ with]3> ]3c,whicharequotedfromRef.[8].Thistableshowsthat
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Table 2: The string tension data _¢measured on the lattice, 4 x N_ x {}5 with

fl = 2.25, for N, = 5, 7, 9, 11.

4 x N] x 65, fl = 2.25

A'; 5 7 9 11

_/_a 0.300 (22) 0.288 (31) 0.262 (84) 0,307 (48)

the string tension n decreases rapidly with N_, which supports the point that

for fl >/_¢ the string tension is due to finite volume effects, as Nj increases finite

volume effects becomes small.

On the other hand, for fl < fl,, which corresponds to the confined phase, the

intrinsicstringformationoccurs.Table2 liststhestringtensionmeasured on

latticesof the size,4 .N_ .65 with/3< /3cforvariousN_. Itshows thatthe

stringtension_:aline,stdoesnotchangewithN_,whichimpliesthattheintrinsic

stringformationoccurs,and thetransversesizeArehas littleeffectson the flux

distributioris.

B-2,3 Implementation To Zero Temperature and Finite Volume Limit

It is found that in small volumes QCD can be solved analytically [3]. L_ischer

studied QCD in a small box (z 9 _< 1), with periodic boundary conditions. He

derived a low-energy effective Hamiltonian for SU(N) gauge theory in small vol.

umes [3]. Subsequently the lowest energy levels of SU(2) [4] and SU(3) [5] gauge

theories in small volumes were computed by using this Hamihonian. van Baal

and Roller then found that the crucial tunnelling between degenerate vacuua

can be obtained by imposing appropriate nonperturbaive boundary conditions

on the Raleigh-Ritz trial wave functions [6]. They extended the calculation of

the SU(2) glueball masses up to zg _-, 5,0. Berg and Billoire [8] then carried

out a thorough study of glueball masses, electric flux states and string tension

in intermediate volumes (1 _< z0 _<5) using LGT calculations. They provided a
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detailed comparison between their numerical z_ults and the a_alytlc results of

van Baal and Koller. However, the global studies of Berg and Billoire [8] have

left open the question of the volume at which intrinsic confinement takes over,

and whether the string tension in intermediate volume8 is due to finite volume

effects. By studying the q_ flux distribution we find the evidence that the in-

trinsic string formation occurs in the large volume region (ze > 5), and that the

string tension in intermediate volumes is just due to finite volume effects.

On a four.dimenslonalEuclideanlatticesofthesize,N, × N_ × N_, there

isno preferedtimedirection.Ifone choosesN_ asthetimedirection,then

onecanstudythesystematthetemperature,T = i/N_a,andinthevolume,

V = N,:Nta3,Sinceourlatticeisofthegeometry,Nt < N_ ¢ N_,ifwe choose

A't_ A'j,we cansimulatephysicsatthevanishingtemperature(T = I/N_a),

andinthesmallvolume(V - N_Ntas).'tHoofthaspointedoutthatina finite

box there exist some color field state with one unit of color electric flux [9_8], if

the flux is along Nt direction of the box, then the flux energy is

E1 = Nta_, (7)

where _ is string tension. In LGT this string tension can be measured by the

relation [8],

(P(0)PI(.')),= const.(e-l'''_'+ e-l"_(L''')), (8)

whereP(z)isthePolyakovloopalongNt direction,thecorrelationisalongN,

direction,and Lt= .b'_a,L, = N,a.The stringtensionextractedfromEq.(8)

isthesame asthosementionedinSec.B-2.2.2inLGT [Ill,aslistedinTableI
and 2.

We find[10]thatourlatticesofthesize,4.N,_.65forNj =5,7,9 and 11

with/_> /_c,belongtotheintermediatevolumeregion(I< zg_<5).As we

discussedinSec.B.2.2.2,thestringtensionmeasuredontheselatticesisdueto

finitevolumeeffects,anditvanishesrapidlywiththeincreaceofN_,asshownin

TableI.On theotherhand,thelatticeswith/_</_cbelongtothelargevolume

region(z#> 5).As arguedinSec.B-2.2.2above,we haveevidencethatthe

intrinsicstringformationoccursinthiscase.Thissupportsthattheintrinsic

stringformationoccursinthelargevolumeregion(ze > 5).
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B-2.4 Generalization Of Michael Sum Rules

The original Michael sum rules describe the q_"flux enegy and action in the

zero temperature and large volume limit [15], which can be written as,

rock) = vcr)+/(_)/.,

Ao(r) = -V(r)81na #8/

where Eo(r) and Au(r) are the flux energyand action of the q_ pair at the

groundstate,V(r) isthepotentialenergyand I/a istheselfenergyoftheq_

sources.Theserelationshavebeentestedby Haymakerand Wosiekusingflux

data measured on large lattices [13],

To describe the qq flux distribution we find that the above sum rules can be

generalized to the low finite-temperature case._ (T ¢ 0) as following [11],

Eo(r,B) ._. W(r,#) + f(#)/a,

Ao(,,s) = _ O[aV(r,_)] _ of-_ o-m_- ,,o#' (Io)
where the potential V depends on the temperature T (or #) at finite temper-

atures, i.e., V(r,#), and the relation between T and # is given by Eq. (2),

T : 1/N_a(#) for fixed lattice size A't.

To testtheEeneralizedsum rulesofEq.(I0)we considerthefluxdistributions

intheconfinedphase,i.e.,T < Te(or13< #c).Inthiscaseonehas,

V(r,#)=_(_),', (11)

for large r with fixed N,. Since our flux data were only accurately me:ured

atpositionsawayfromtheq_sources,we canobtaingooddataforcenterslice

energyaE and centersliceactionas. The predictionsforaE and a.4fromthe

generalizedsum rulesare,

dE0(r, B) = _(#)_E = d-'-7-- '
dAo(r,#) #OLa_] Olna _00_,

aa : dr = a 0/3 =-XOln-----_-
(12)

whereintheactionsum ruleofuA thefirsttermon theR.H.S,-x_, was

predictedby theoriginalMichaelsum rulesinEq.(9),thesecondone,-p_--_,is
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a new term, which is only predicted by the modified sum rules of Eq, (I0), and

is expected to describe finite temperature effects.

We find that it is difficult to obtain accurate data for _ because of the

strong cancellation between two terms, i.e,, _r, -- a.t +_m., which have opposite

signs [15, 13], 'I'o test the relation of eA in Eq, (12) one need to know the

scalingrelation,a(l_),and therelationof_ with,8,s¢(/_).We obtainedan semi.

empiricalnoIiperturbativescalingrelation[Il}by analyzingsomerecentstring

tcrlsiondMa [17,18,Ig,20,21],

with hZl(_)= d_ -t',d_ + d3__ (fro), (13)

Also,wc mca._uredthestriz_gtension_ intheconfinedphaseonvariouslattices,

and fitthefunctic,n,

- _-_c)6 (for_ < _ and fixedA',),
(14)

with_c,_ 0,%1Gcv/fm and.fl_= 2,2%f_± 0,0006forA'_= 4 [16],']'heresultis

= O,1SG_ O.02b for A*,= 4.

Fig,5 showsthepredictionsabout#4 fromEq,(12)(solidlines),andfrom

theori$i_alsu_ rul,:s(da.shedline)ofEq,(O),i,e,,-_¢_-_,respectively.The

rnc_ksurcddataseemtoa_;recwiththepredictionofEq,(12),

"i'ocomparethebehaviorsofa.tinbothphases,inFig,5 we alsoplotthe

#,4d_it,'tiz_theunconfinedregion(i,e,,/_> _c),One canseethatacrossthe

tr_sitionpoint,/?,-.2,30,a.4vanishesrapidlywith_, Thisagreeswiththe

expectationthatintheunconfinedphasethereisnostri_gformation.
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Figure !' Tt_e energy flux distribution PE on the transverse center slice between

the qO pair. (a). the flux distribution in the confined phase changing with the q_

sep_ration r, which were measured on the lattice 4.112. 65 with fl = 2.2_i. (b).

the flux distribution in the unconfined phase changing with the q_ separation r,

which were measured on the lattice 4. 112.65 with fl = 2.40.
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Figure 2' The center slice action aA versus the q@separation r. (a). aA in the

confined phase changing with r, which were measured on lattices, 4.92.65 (squares)

and 4.112 .65 (triangles) with fl = 2.28. (b). aA in the unconfined phase changing

with r, which were measured on lattices, 4.92.65 (squares) and 4.112-65 (triangles)

with fl = 2.40.
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j'Vta

Figure 3: The q_ colour sources in a long rectangular box, the flux lines between

the q_ are confined by side walls and have a flux tube form, even though there is

no intrinsic string formation in infinite volumes at high temperatures.
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Figure 4: The action flux distribution PA on the center slice changing with r,

which were measured on the small lattice, 4.5 _ • 65 with fl = 2.40 for various r,

(a) r = 3a, (b) r = 4a, (c) r = 5a and (d) r = 6a. The data are measured in the

physical unit Gev/fm 3.
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Figure 5: The plot of the predictions of _,4 vs. /9 from Eq..(12) (solid lines), and

Eq. (9) (dashed lines)in the confinedregion (# < #_). The twosolid lines repre-

sent the upper and lower limits predicted by Eq. (12). The data were measured

on lattices, 4 x 92 x 65 (squares) and 4 x 112 x 65 (triangles). For comparison

the data in the unconfined region (/9 > jg_)are also shown, which were measured

on the same lattices, 4 x 92 x 65 (circles) and 4 x 112 x 65 (diamonds). Here c;A

has the physical unit GeV/fm, and the transition point #o is indicated by the up

arrow.
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C Lattice QCD Vacuum (Ken YEE)

While all physical particles are comprised of quarks, isolated quarks are
never seen. Rather, quarks are _confined" inside mesons and baryons. A
challenging problem in particle physics is to identify the confinement mech-
anism and to expose how it works. Since confinement is a strong coupling
effect, traditional weak coupling techniques cannot adequately address this
issue. A suitable alternative involves (super)computer simulations within the
lattice gauge theory(LGT) framework. I am involved in 4 LGT studies of
QCD confinement as follows.

1 Flux Tubes(with D. Browne and R. Hay-
maker)

We are interested in phenomeno]og]ca] properties of the QCD vacuum, namely
whether QCD is a Type I or Type II superconductor and properties of
Abrikosov vortices. First, as a warm up exercise, we spent some time sim-
ulating compact QED with a background electric field and trying to see if
the electric field spontaneously settles into an Abrikosov pattern. While to
date we have not achieved such a pattern, we believe that this idea is of
fundamental interest and warrants further work. Second, following V. Singh,
R. Haymaker, and D. Browne (Phys. Rev. D47 (1993) 1715 and Phys.
Left. B306 (1993) 115) we are measuring the core size and flux penetration
depth of abelian projection flux tubes in maximal abelian gauge. Within the
Ginsburg-Landau model of the QCD vacuum, this measurement determines

(within the abelian projection scheme) whether the SU(3) QCD vacuum is
a Type I or Type ]I superconductor Ill. As discussed further in Dick Hay-
maker's Section, this determination will be of fundamental importance to
QCD vacuum model builders.

2 Monopole Currents(withM. I. Polikarpov)

In the past year I have started a collaboration with our visitor at LSU, M.
Polikarpov(ITEP, Moscow) which has resulted so far in 2 refereed publica-
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tions [2- 3] and a 3rd one [4] in preparation. I hope this collaboration will
continue as we have very similar interest and approaches to physics. We
are interested in exploring the strengths, weaknesses and foundational prop-
erties of the abelian projection scheme on which my work with D. Browne
and R. Haymaker described in the previous Section is based. Our main re-
sult in the past year is that the N- 1 abelian monopole currents from the
abelian projection of SU(N) mutually interact, but their interaction is
suppressed. Currently we are working on showing that there is an alterna-
tive way, not involving any abelian projections, for identifying topological
objects in SU(3) QCD. \Ve have found, for example, that our objects have
fractional dimension DI ,-_2. (Note that D! ,,_ 2 is the factional dimension
of Dirac worldsheets which would be bounded by monopole currents.)

3 Fenetre Models and Abelian Projection
QCD

By numerically evaluating Wilson loop spectral densities in abelian projec-
tion QCD, I have recently determined that the underlying action of abelian
projection QCD is not the same as compact QED but is given by a gener-
alized U(1) "fenetre" model [5 - 7]. While the literature on fenetre models,
lattice gauge models whose actions include extended plaquette operators, is
rather scant, it is known that they generally have nontrivial and very rich
phase structures. By mapping out the phase structure of a class of fene-
tre models I think may be relevant to abelian projection QCD, I hope to
answer the following questions: If abelian projection QCD confines in the
continuum limit, how does it avoid the compact QED deconfinement tran-
sition? What Fenetre model and second order transition point does abelian
projection QCD correspond to? It is hoped that ultimately the answer to
these questions should give a concrete picture of how lattice QCD avoids a
deconfinement transition in the continuum limit.
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4 Electroweak Matrix Elements(with C. Bernard

and A. Soni)

I have continued my collaboration with C. Bernard(Washington Univ.) and

A. Soni(Brookhaven Lab), my Phd thesis advisors, on the study of effective1
quark and gluon masses and their gauge dependence, and of the AI =
Rule. Wc have a long (,,_ 65 pages) joint preprint due out soon on these
topics [8].
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III, EXPERIMENTAL - TASK B

A. Introduction

The Louisiana State University experimental high energy group is now participating in

electron proton colliding beam physics with the ZEUS experiment at DESY (lmlay, Metcalf,

McNeil), in neutrino physics at Los Alamos National Laboratory (Imlay, Metcalf) and on

various SSC activities. Svoboda joined the group three years ago and has been participating on

the I3,It3 experiment. More recently he joined the Dumand collaboration. Svoboda and Cherry

from LSU have joined and are now heavily involved in Super Kamiokande. Ali Fazely of

Southern University is participating on LSND and other neutrino physics.

LSU joined ZEUS in early 1989 and started working with other U,S, groups on the

construction of the ZEUS barrel calorimeter. We undertook the task of preparing the

wavelength shifter/light pipes for the electromagnetic part of the barrel calorimeter.

Construction was completed in early 1991. We also contributed prominently to tests of some

of these modules at Fermilab. ZEUS took 27nb'1 of data in 1992. Papers on early physics

results have been published, Data taking began again this summer with an improved detector

and higher luminosity. At present we have over 200nb l.

At Los Alamos we completed data taking in 1989 for neutrino oscillation experiment E645.

A paper has been published showing no evidence of oscillations for neutrinos from the decay at

rest ofTZ_ and g+. In May of 1991 we joined LSND, a new neutrino experiment at LAMPF,

which will have a greater sensitivity for neutrino oscillations and also will make other neutrino

measurements, including vp elastic scattering. The experiment started data taking in 1993.

The experiment is now running very well. However additional data taking in 1994/1995 will

be necessary for LSND to make significant contributions. We hope LAMPF will be able to

continue operations for at least this period.

It has been a busy year for the non-accelerator program. Final IMB limits on the nucleon

lifetime have been determined and a paper is now being prepared for publication. Two

additional papers have already been submitted for publication, one on GUT's monopoles (to

PRD) and one on time correlation studies of low-energy neutrinos with Gamma-Ray Bursts (to

Ap,J., LSU preprint HEPA 93-4). Two final papers on high-energy neutrinos from upward-

going muons are in preparation at LSU. When these are finished, our analysis on IBM data

will be essentially completed.
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The calibration of a miniature version of _ and Super Kamiokande at KEK is now

scheduled for February.May, 1994 in the North Hall test beam. The tank and water system are

in place and working, and much of the IMB equipment has already arrived at KEK. The

remaining equipment will be shipped late this year. Final placement of IlViBtubes and

electronics will take place in December and January. The data acquisition system built at LSU

for the test has now been sent to Boston for integration with the custom electronics, in this

test, we will measure particle identification efficiency in a large water cerenkov detector, a

crucial factor is the so-called "Atmospheric Neutrino Anomaly", which has now been seen by

all three large neutrino detectors. In May, an international workshop on this subject was held
at LSU.

In addition to the beam test, preliminary work has started on Super Kanfiokande anti-

counter construction. LSU ,,,,'illfabricate and test the 1,900 PMT bases and cables for the anti-

counter in addition to v,,riting the on-line data monitoring software for both the anti-counter and
the inner detector.

Finally, the LSU components for DUMAND (4 titanium-aluminum electronics pressure

housings with electro-optical feed-throughs, and 80 titanium PMT mountings) have been

completed and sent to Hawaii. These crucial pressure housings were tested successfully at Sub

Base San Diego to 10,000 psi prior to shipment, LSU efforts now center around software (R,

Svoboda) and deployment (R. Clark, no,,,,'residing in tqawaii). Initial deployment is still

expected in October, 1993.

Roger McNeil joined the GEM collaboration several )'ears ago and is performing very

useful simulation studies for muon detection at the SSC. Imlay and Metcalf have been on the

SDC collaboration, working on scintillation tiles with fiber readout. Early this year we decided

that LSU should concentrate its efforts on one SSC experiment. Thus Imlay and Metcalf have

joined the GEM collaboration ar,d are participating on tests of tile-fibers for the GEM external
calorimeter,

B. Neutrino Physics at LAMPF

1. Introduction

The LSU group was a major participant on neutrino oscillation experiment E645 at

LAMPF. Data taking ;,,,ascompleted in 1989 and the analysis in 1992. In 1991 we joined the

LSND neutrino experiment at LAMPF, which we view as providing a natural continuation of

our neutrino physics program. LSND is searching for neutrino oscillations in the channels
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v_ ..a v_and_ _ "v,with substantiallygreatersensitivitythan E645. Severalother neutrino

measurementswill also be made. In addition,if a neutrinobeam upgradeis approved,we will

measure neutrino-protonelastic scattering obtainingimportant informationon the protonspin

structure function and make a disappearancemeasurementof re, searching for v_ .--+v.c

oscillations. LSND starteddata taking in 1993. AdditionaldatatakJngin 1994/1995 will o_

necessary for LSND to reachits goals and makea significantcontribution. LSU has had

primary responsibilityfor refurbishing thecosmic ray veto shield. LSU participantsare R.

Imlay, W. Metcalf, and R. Gunasingha. Ali Fazely of Southern University is also working on
LSND.

2. Experiment E645

In 1980LSU, OSU, ANL, and CIT proposed experiment E645 for LAMPF to search for
neutrino oscillations in tv,,ochannels _"r--oVeand ve .-oVe. Our neutrino source consisted of

N

an equal admixture of v_t,v_t,and ve arising from decays at rest of n. and }.t. in a beam stop.

The appearance of v'e in our detector would indicatethe occurrence of neutrino oscillations.

The experiment took data for three years (1987, 1988and 1989), Results from the 1987 data!

aI_dfrom the entire run_-have been published. We see no evidence for neutrino oscillations in

the decayat rest sample.

Although we concentrated on the stud)'of the decay at rest neutrino sample one can also

look for neutrinos abo`"e60 MeV in the detector. This high energy sample can be used to set

limits on various exotic processes such as re*.-.ov_ and rl .-a v_. It can also be used to set

limits on x,__ ve oscillations for v_tarising from the decay in flightof n* in the beam stop. In

fact one of the primary goals of LSND will be to searchfor v_L--ove oscillations with vtafrom

decayin flight rt+.

Ali Fazely of LSU made an analysis of the sample of E645 events above 60 MeV. The

decays _:*'->vv and 'rl .-ov_ are forbidden in the stand,'u'dpicture where my = 0 and lepton

number is conse_'ed. Ali obtains preliminary limits on the branching ratios,BR (n' ..o vv) < 5

x 10.7 and BR (rl -.ov_) < 10-5, For comparison a recently published limit is BR (n*.-.+ve_c)
< 8.3 x 10-7,

If the \'_tfrom r:+decay in flight has enough energy it can producea It+ in our detector

which ,,,,'illstop and decay to an electron. A few of these muons willhave enough energy to

trigger. More generally we will trigger on the electronand see the muon several microseconds

in the past. These events can not be completely separated from events produced by cosmic ray
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muonsbut,asexpected,aclearbeamexcess(-40 events)is observed2, Theobservedrateis

consistentwith but slightly lower than that givenby a calculation madebyBurman et al, forthe

LSND experiment.Thisisinconflictwith therecentlypublishedresultsofanotherLAMPF

experimentthatquotesahigherthanexpectedv_CI2 crosssection3, Ref, 3 alsoseesan

unexpectedlylowrouenenergyspectrumwhilewedonot. Boththevpflux andvpCl2 cross

sectionhavestrongenergydependencessothattheeventrateisdifficulttoestimate,The

enhancedsensitivityof LSNDshouldallowit tomakeamoreaccuratemeasurementof this

crosssectionwhichiscrucialtomanylowenergyneutrinomeasurements.

Thehighenergydecayin flight viacanalsobeusedforaneutrinooscillationexperiment

lookingforv_ _ re. Thecrosssectionforvcwillbemuchhigherthanforvl_,Becausethe

electrons are much higher in energy than electronsfrom muon decay selection cuts designedto

remove cosmic ray muons can be largely eliminated. A searchof theE645 dataproduced21

beam-on events with a beamexcess of 10events, Unfortunately,this is only a two sigma

enhancement above the expectedbackgroundso we cannotdrawanydefiniteconclusionsfrom

it. Ho,,vevcr,it is a tantalizingexample of the possiblephysics LSND may uncover.

3. LSND Experiment, E1173

a) Physics Goals

TheLiquidScintillatorNeutrinoDetector(LSND)atLAMPF isshownin Figure1, The

majort_oals_.ivenin theproposalareto searchforvp .-..)veant_ --) vc oscillationswithhigh

sensitivityusingv_,from _" decayin flight and _pfrom ).).+decayatrest, Figure2 showsthe

t,,vo-p_rameterspaceof An_2E m_- m_(eV2)andsin220 thatcustomarilydescribeneutrino
oscillations.Plottedare(i) the90%confidenceleveloscillationlimits fromthereactor

(Gosgen)4disappearance( _c_ _x)experiments,(ii) theBNL ('F..734)5 limitingcurvefor

','p-.>re, (iii) theLAMPF 0E645)1limit for_p '--)vc,and(iv) theLAMPF 0E764)6limit for

v)_.--)vc.RecentresultsofBNL(E776)7arenotshown,AlsoindicatedinFigure2arethe
limitingcurvesexpectedfromLSND'stwoindependentoscillationsearches.Aftertwoyears
ofdatacollectionalimitonsin220ofapproximately3x10"4forallAm2> 1cV2canbe
achieved, and a limit on Am2of approximately 1,7x 10.2eV2 will be obtained for sin2 20 = 1,

There are many other physics objectives that canbe pursued with the liquidscintillator

detector, The LSND data acquisitionsystem (DAQ) has the capability of triggering on

hundreds of events per second and transferring up to 4 MB/s of data to a farm of UNIX

workstations, where the events will be fully reconstructed, so that many different physics
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topics can be pursued simultaneously. Searching for vv _ ve oscillations is equivalent to

searching for the lepton number violating decay It+ _ e+vgve. Limits on this decay are directly

comparable to limits on neutrino oscillations, so that we should be sensitive to branching ratios

as low as 10"4. The vC _ vC* neutral-current reaction, one of the only neutrino-nuclear

neutral-current reactions that can be easily observed, will be measured to approximately 10%

accuracy and will be recognized by the detection of the 15.11-MeV 'yemitted by the excited

carbon tmcleus when it decays to the ground state. The KARMAN collaboration has measured

this reaction with a 50% uncertainty. 8 The rare decays _:° -"-)vv and 11_ w, followed by

veC --,e-N can be searched to sensitivities of about 10-8 and 10-4, respectively, with very little

background because the neutrinos from these decays are extremely energetic. These decays are

forbidden for massless Weyl neutrinos and can proceed only if neutrino states of both

ckiralities exist or if lepton number is not conserved. We shall also measure the veC and v_C

charged-current scattering cross sections and the ve elastic scattering cross section to

approximately 10-15% accuracy. These measurements should test present theories of neutrino-

nucleus scattering and provide a measurement of sin20w, the fundamental parameter of the

standard model of electroweak interactions. Finally, we will obtain a large sample of neutrino-

proton elastic-scattering events, where the neutrinos are from pion decay in flight. A beam

stop upgrade to enhance pion decay in flight has been proposed. This is discussed in section c.

The upgrade would allow a much improved measurement of vp elastic scattering which can be

used to determine the strange quark contribution, As, to the spin of the proton. The upgrade

would also allow a search for v_ _ v_ in a vg disappearance experiment.

b) Detecter and Beam

The detector, as shown in Figure 1, consists of a cylindrical tank of dilute mineral-oil-

based liquid scintillator approximately 6 m in diameter by 9 m long with an active mass of 200

tons. It is located 28 m downstream of the proton beam stop at an angle of approximately 12°

from the beam direction. The proton kinetic energy entering the beam stop is 760 MeV and the

typical proton current is 800 ItA. The beam stop area consists of a 20-cm-long water

production target followed by an array of isotope-production target stringers and a water-

cooled Cu beam dump. There exists about 8.5 m of Fe-equivalent between the Cu beam dump

and the detector. In this present arrangement, approximately 97.5% of the n + produced in the

beam stop decay at rest and emit 30-MeV muon-neutrinos, while 2.5% of the pions decay in

flight and create a muon-neutrino beam with an average energy of about 150 MeV.

The detector tank is made of 1-cm-thick steel and has 1224 8-inch diameter photomultiplier

tubes mounted uniformly over the inside surface (25% coverage). These tubes are

manufactured by Hamamatsu (R1408) and have good timing resolution, 2.8-ns FWHM for
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single photons and full-face illumination. They also have good single photoelectron separation

and typical noise rates < 5 kHz. We are using a new idea in which the scintillator is

deliberately diluted such that about 20% of the total light output is Cerenkov light, 80%

scintillation light, and over 20 photoelectrons are observed per MeV of deposited energy. The

Cerenkov light enables us to distinguish electrons from protons and to reconstruct the

directions of electrons. The liquid scintillator consists mostly of mineral oil (>99.99%) with

the addition of about 0.03 g/] of b-PBD. Mineral oil has advantages relative to water for the

detection of Cerenkov light as it has a higher index of refraction, a lower density so that

electrons travel farther before stopping, and a sharper Cerenkov ring due to the longer radiation

length.

Electrons and protons have been reconstructed by a Monte Carlo simulation of the detector.

The simulation is based on EGS4 and includes scintillator absorption, Rayleigh scattering,

reflections off phototube surfaces, and phototube noise counts. For 45-MeV protons produced

inside the detector, we expect an average reconstructed position error of 10 cm, an average

reconstructed time error of 0.5 ns, and an energy resolution of 5%. For 45-MeV electrons

produced inside the detector, we expect the same spatial, time, and energy resolutions, and an

average directional error of 12°.

The mineral oil comes from Petroleum Specialties International (BRITOL 6NF HP) and has

an attenuation length which increases from 20 m at a wavelength of 400 nm to 50 m at a 500

nm wavelength. The mineral oil is also very low in radioactivity and has a Th content of less

than one part per trillion. The b-PBD scintillator additive has the advantages of a low

wavelength absorption band ()_< 360 nm), a short fluorescence lifetime (1:= 1.2 ns), and a

fluorescence emission maximum ()_= 365 nm) which matches well the response of our

Hamamatsu phototubes.

A series of measurements were performed in the LAMPF test beam during 1990-1991 to

determine the properties of our liquid scintillator mixture. A 1.5-m long, 5-cm diameter PVC

pipe was filled with different liquids and placed in the test beam. A 2" phototube with a

photocathode response similar to the 8" Hamamatsu tubes was mounted at one end of the pipe

and at a distance of 1 m from the beam crossing point. The angle of the pipe with respect to the

beam was varied from 25 to 90°. Figure 3 is a histogram of the relative number of

photoelectrons measured in the phototube as a function of the angle with respect to a beam of

100 MeV/c positrons for pure mineral oil and mineral oil with 0.25 g/1of b-PBD. With pure

mineral oil there is a pronounced peak at the 47o Cerenkov angle and very little light outside the

peak, while with the b-PBD mixture there is the Cerenkov peak and a flat distribution of

scintillation light. The Cerenkov peaks in the two plots are almost identical, which shows that
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very little Cerenkov light (< 15%) is lost by adding the b-PBD. It was also conf'u'med that the

proton scintillation light time distribution has a larger slow component than the positron light.

This pulse shape discrimination (PSD) will provide a way to perform particle identification in

addition to fitting the Cerenkov cone,

For each PMT on the detector and veto shield we measure two quantities, charge and time,

using a "QT" card. A PMT signal after amplification in a preamplifier card goes to a QT card

and is split. One signal fires a discriminator which starts a time ramp. The other "charge"

signal goes into an integrator with a 6ps decay constant. The charge and time ramp signals are

stored every lOOns in dual port memories. When a trigger occurs these signals are transferred

to FIFO memories for 6 of these lOOns time stamps. The peak value of VQ above the baseline

determines the charge. The timing ramp values determines the time to about lns.

LSND has a fairly sophisticated electronics and data acquisition system which allows the

recording of small signals occurring in the detector in time intervals preceding and following an

event which triggers. At present the trigger requires at least 200 hit PMTs in the detector. As
N

an example, for the via -_ Ve oscillation search (the thesis topic of our graduate student) we

would trigger on the e+ from the reaction "re+ P "--)e+ + n. Then we would look in the 1ms

interval following the trigger for a signal from a 2.2 MeV photon from capture of the neutron

on hydrogen. We would also look in the 50,us preceding the trigger for any evidence of a

stopping muon that could have been the source of the electron.

c) Enhanced Decay in Flight Upgrade

LSND proposed over a year ago that the LAMPF A-6 beam stop facility be modified in

order to enhance the flux of muon-neutrinos at the detector location. We present here an

abbreviated version of the LSND report. It is estimated that a factor of approximately 5 in the

decay-in-flight (DIF) neutrino flux can be gained through design changes that are practical at

moderate cost. The proposed design incorporates a radiation-hardened dipole magnet to bend

the proton beam 9 ° toward the detector location, a 30-cm-long water target for the production

of pions by the proton beam, and a -1.5-m channel for the pions to decay. These changes can

be carried out with components of proven design using LAMPF's existing remote-handling

techniques. No interruption of the annual running schedule wiil be necessary if priority is

assigned for hardware installation during a routine shutdown period. A preliminary estimate of

this project gives a visible cost of $1.15 M plus 11 man-years of effort, including engineering,

design, fabrication, and installation. At this time LAMPF plans to proceed with the 30 cm

water target for the 94 run and expects to make a decision soon on the magnet. If they proceed

with the magnet it could be ready for a 95 run.
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The upgrade is motivated primarily by two physics topics. These are a study of neutrino-

proton elastic scattering aimed at measuring the strange quark contribution to the spin of the

proton, and a search for neutrino oscillations of the type via _ vx by a precision measurement

of the disappearance of via (and via) from the essentially pure via (and via)upgraded decay-in-

flight beam.

The only two observables in vp _ vp are the recoil proton kinetic energy and the angle of

the recoil proton with respect to the incident n, trino, (We assume that the recoil neutrino and

the recoil proton polarization are not measurab in a practical way,) The proton kinetic energy

is given by Tp = Q2/2mp, where Q2 is the momentum transfer squared of the reaction and mp is

the proton mass. The angle of the recoil proton in the lab frame can be expressed as

cos0 = (1 + mp/Ev)/(1 + 2mp/Tp)l/2 where Ev is the energy of the incident neutrino. In LSND

we are unable to measure the proton angle, so that the proton kinetic energy, Tp, is the only

signature.

The issue of the contribution of strange quarks to the proton spin has surfaced in recent and

vet?,'difficult experinaents on the deep inelastic scattering of polarized muons from polarized

protons. The sensitivity to the proton spin in that case is achieved by measuring the yield as a

function of the spin direction. In our case, the sensitivity to the proton spin is a direct

consequence of the weak axial coupling of the proton, and as vp --) vp does not require the

constituents to change their charge, the strange quarks (present as sg pairs) may participate in

the scattering.

We calculate the number of events per year based on 130 days of running or about 3000

hours of actual beam. With the upgraded neutrino beam, and assuming a 10-MeV recoil proton

threshold (see Figure 4), we anticipate the order of 10,000 vp --9 vp events per year. The main

background is vC --9 pX, neutrino scattering off a bound proton, which is estimated to occur at

a rate at least comparable to vp --4vp. Another method for obtaining As is to use only the

events from v scattering on carbon and to compare the relative yield of vp and vn from

Carbon 9. It is estimated one might be able to measure As to 5:0.04 in a year or so of running.

This would be a factor of 2 improvement on the only previous measurement 10 as well as a

more valid interpretation because of a lower Q2 than that measurement. Such a measurement

will be complementary to future polarized DIS experiments: the SMC experiment at CERN and

HERMES experiment at DESY, Data on vp elastic scattering from a BNL neutrino experiment

has been reanalyzed in this context also 11.
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Second, a beam upgrade would allow a search for neutrino oscillations of the type

vp _ v r This would be done by means of a precision measurement of the disappearance of

vp (and-vp) from a LAMPF pion decay-in-flight neutrino beam that is essentially pure in

vp (and-vp). Such a measurement can only be done with the upgraded neutrino beam. The

motivation for the vu _ v_ search arises in part from results on solar neutrinos from the

Kamiokande-II detector, the 37C1Solar neutrino detector and the SAGE and GALEX detectors.

The results suggest, but do not compel one to believe, that resonant neutrino oscillations occur

in the matter of the Sun. This in turn suggests that the masses of v e and v, are different from

zero, but each is appreciably less than 1 eV/c2, and that the mixing strength between

v c and _,,_,,namely sin 2 20e_, is roughly 102.

Motivation for a search at LAMPF lies in recogn"ion of the fact that the v_tflux from the

decay-in-flight beana at LAMPF, when weighted by the cross section for vo + g (specifically

cr(v_+32C _ ¢l-+J2N)), peaks in the vicinity of 175 MeV, Hence, the wavelength ofby

v_ _ v.coscillations, ),_x = 2.47 _,( in MeV )/Am2t_x(in eV2), would be, for example, 4.3 m

for m(vo) < 1 eV/c7 and mfV-0 - 10 eV/c 2. For these or similar mass values and sin 2 20pr of

the order of 10-2 or larger, it is possible to observe v_t_-_vx oscillations directly in the 9-m-

long LSND detector in a self-normalizing experinaent. The v_tdisappearance experiment

proposed here seeks to measure a modulation of the order of 1% of an otherwise uniform

signal along the length of LSND. Consequently, the desired statistical precision necessitates an

event sample of > 105 events using LSND in an improved DIF neutrino beam at LAMPF. It

is necessar 3, to provide an additional signal_independent of neutrino flavor_to measure

precisely variations in detection efficiency with position and angle that may be inherent in the

detector itself. This normalizing reaction will be v + p + v + p, the properties of which are the

same for all neutrino types. The principal requirements for a sensitive search are cleanliness

and abundance of the v_tsignal reaction, and an abundant flavor-independent neutrino reaction

to measure precisely the neutrino detection efficiency over the detector volume. Both

requirements can be met by LSND exposed to an improved DIF neutrino beam at LAMPF.

2

We believe that a sensitive search for v_ _ vx in the region 1 _<tXrnox< 400 eV2 and 5 x

10-3 < sin 2 20_z _< 1 is possible in a v_ disappearance experiment using LSND as planned

and now being constructed. This region is shown as the cross hatched area in Figure 5. There

exists at present a result that extends below the value sin2 20lax= 0.1 from only a single search

for vg and '.'-coscillations;12 the region excluded by that search is also shown in Figure 5.
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The overlap in Figure 5 of the regions explored by the search proposed here and the

previous search is advantageous for two reasons, First, it is, as usual with experimental

results, desirable to confirm the result of the previous search, the data for which stand aJone in

contrast to the many (also) negative results for via_ vc oscillations. Second, the previous

search involved an appearance experiment in which the production and decay of charged tau

leptons in a high energy ( _>10 GeV) admixed v_tand v._beam were searched for, and none

found and thus is complimenlary to the search proposed here,

d) Veto Shield--LSU Contribution

LSND is located in the same shielded tunnel as was used by E645 and uses the same

cylindrical liquid scintillator veto shield in a slightly modified form. The active veto shield and

the 2000 gm/cm 2 of passive shielding arc necessary to reduce cosmic ray muon and neutron

backgrounds to an acceptable level. LSND has received about 2 kilo tons of additional iron

and is preparing to add it to the passive shield. The active shield has been rotated to

interchange the upstream and downstream ends. Also LSND does not have a veto counter

under the detector. The active shield has continuous coverage on the cylindrical surface and

two ends of the cylinder except for a minor crack, now located along the circumference of the

upstream end. The optics of the shield is also not as good at the boundary forming the crack.

In 1990 LSND personnel opened up and examined the mounting for about 40 PMTs on the

shield. They concluded that there should be a general refurbishing using a modified mounting

scheme. When the LSU group joined LSND in May 1991 we agreed to take substantial

responsibility for refurbishing the shield. LSU also agreed to make new bases so that the

shield can use the s,'une electronics and cabling used for the PMTs on the main detector.

Finally, v,'e agreed to cover the crack with plastic scintillation counters.

Much of LSU's LSND work has been fulfilling the above commitments for the veto shield

and crack counters. In addition to faculty members from LSU and Southern we have

employed (at LAMPF) a part-time technician, Bill Marterer, who previously worked for LSU

but now resides in Santa Fe. An LSU technician, Gary McMills, and thesis graduate student,

R. Gunasingha contributed to this work both here and at LAMPF. At LAMPF we have also

received valuable help from summer students from Southern University, two technicians from

the UCSB and various LAMPF personnel. At LSU we have been aided by several student
workers.

By January 1992 we had completed removing all the tubes from the shield. The bulk of the

work was done by Gary McMills with the help of LAMPF people. The metal parts were
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shippedtoLSU forcleaning.ThentheLSU shopmachinedthemainmountingringsto ensure

abetterfitonre-assembly.AtLAMPF, BillManererwithhelpfromvarioussourcesnoted

above,cleanedall292mountingflangesontheshieldtoensuretheywererustfrecandready

forremounting.He alsosupervisedthedesignandprocurementofthenew gasketsusedto

giveabetterseal,By earlyJunethecleaningwascompleteandallpanshadbeenreturnedto

LAMPF. BillMancrcr,withtheaidofthesummerstudents,thenbegantoremountthetubes

ontheupstreamwalloftheshield.Thiswasfollowedbyextensiveteststoensurethewallhad

neitherlightnorliquidleaks.InearlyAugustwe begantoremountthetubeson therestofthe

shield.

The LSU thesis student, R. Gunasingha, went to Los Alamos in mid-September 1992 to

help complete the shield, By March of 1993 refurbishing and leak testing were complete. The

veto shield was rolled into position in April 1993 and filled with liquid scintillator in June.

In the spring of 1992 the MP-4 division at LAMPF provided plastic scintillator (from

existing stocks) for twenty 30 x 40 x 1 inch counters to cover tile crack between the upstream

wall and the rest of the shield. They also purchased lucite light guides. The scintillator was

shipped to LSU where it ',,,'ascut to the proper sizes and polished. The scintillator shop at MP-

4 did much of the light guide preparation. The phototubes come from those used by E645.

(We are mounting light guides and phototubes on both ends of each counter to ensure

maximum efficiency and to give redundancy since it will be very difficult to replace tubes once

the shield is in place). Gary McMills supervised the final asscmbly of the counters. Mr.

Gunasingha tested them as they were completed using a cosmic ray test stand that our group

built using money provided by a grant from the state of Louisiana. Fig, 6 shows the pulse

height distribution for one of the counters (adding the pulse heights from the two tubes). The

I,andau shape is clearly evident. The Counters were shipped to Los Alamos in October 1992.

Finally, at LAMPF, Bill Marterer designed and constructed the mountings for these counters.

They were all installed by April, 1993.

e) Detector Installation and the 1993 Run

In early 1993 the administration in Washington recommended a DOE budget that would

shut down LAMPF as of October 1, 1993. Money ($15M) would be provided in FY94 only

for closing down, As a result LAMPF moved its scheduled 1993 run start from early August

to early July. Future running is uncertain at the present time.
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I.,SNDhas workedhardthis summerto completeinstallationandbring the systemup so

that it could take usefuldata in the FY93 run. FromLSU, Richard imlay spent 3 months (May

15- Aug 15) and Willian_Metcalf 10days at LAMPFthis summer, The graduatestudent, R.

Ounasingha, has been at LAMPFsince September 1992, The technician,William Marterer,

worked 6 weeks this summer. One month of this is covered by funds LSU will receive from
LAMPF.

TheLSND detectorandvetoshieldwiththeirPMTs andcableswereinplaceinthetunnel

byApril1993,ThepumpingsystemwasinstalledbyJune.Thedetectorwasthenfilledwith

puremineraloil(i,c,,withou_scintillatorchemical)sothatwe wouldbeabletomeasurethe

responsetoMichelelectronswithjusttheCerenkovlight,

By May'themajoreffortoftheexperimentwasonthecompletionandcheckoutofthe

electronics,Thecompanyassemblingthepreamplifier,HighVoltageandQT boardshad

qualityanddeliveryproblems.Eventuallymuchoftheworkwastransferredtoanother

companyforcompletion.OncetheboardsarrivedatLAMPF theyhadtobecheckedoutand

anyproblemsfixed.ManypcopleonLSND spentmuchofJunehelpingonthischeckout,

AllthisdclaycdworkonthetriggersystemandalsothecheckoutoftheDAQ systemwiththe

compctcclcctronics,TheLSU part-timetechnician,WilliamManererspentsixweeksworking
ontheelcctronics,LSU willreceive$4KfromLAMPF tocoveronemonthofthis,

OnccthcQT,Preamplifierand}-IVboa.rdswereinstalledthemajoreffortwentto

completionofthetriggcrclcctronicsandtogettingthcDAQ/clectronicssystemdebugged.By

midAugustwcwereseeingeventdisplaysofMichelelectronsandofthroughgoingand

stoppingmuons,Wc thentookasampleofMichelelectronswithjustCerenkovlight.Then

wc graduallyaddedandmixedscintillatorintothedetectoroiluntilwereachedthedesired

responsefromelectrons.BytheendofAugustthiswascompleteandwe wereabletotake

usefuldatawith,however,anincompletetrigger,

StudiesofstoppingmuonsandMichelelectronsareveryencouraging,Thetriggerhasa

15,t.tsvetoappliedwheneversixormorePMTs inthcvetoshieldfire.Fig,7showsthetime

oftheMichelelectronafterthemuonarrives,Mosteventsoccurafterthe15,usvetointerval,

Theseeventsfitalifetimeof2,11/.zaasshown,Thenumberofeventsbefore15_sarein

agreementwith the 'vetotriggerinefficiency of 10"4, With tighter cuts off-line on the veto the

inefficiency drops below 10""8. Fig. 8 shows the detector response to Michel electrons, The

distribution of the number of hit PMTs shown in Fig, 8a and of the charge in Fig, 8b look

reasonable, Fig, 9 shows an event display for a cosmic ray muon,
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After a few days of running we even had a small sample of v/_ + C _/.t- + X eventswith

essentially no background. The experiment is running very well. Substantial calibration is still

needed but it looks like we will be able to make some competitive physics measurements (such

as for v_ + C --o/.t- + X) with even a month's data. However running in FY94/95 will be

necessary to exploit the potential of the detector and make measurements at the level of

sensitivity given in the proposal.

f) LSU's Role and Plans for LSND

w

Building on our experience from E645 LSU will initially concentrate on the vla_ve decay-

at-rest oscillation signal. This is the thesis topic for our student, Mr. Gunasingha. Both LSU

faculty members (Imlay and Metcalf) will spend significant periods of time at LAMPF

(including a possible sabbatical for Prof. Imlay) helping Mr. Gunasingha to maintain the veto

shield as well as aiding in data taking and analysis. We also intend to carry out significant

analysis work at LSU. This is one of the reasons we are requesting an additional DEC station

5000. All of the LSND analyses codes is UNIX based and the DEC 5000's we currently own

are almost completely saturated by our ZEUS analysis work. Prof. Metcalf has already

installed and tested the LSND Monte Carlo on the cluster and is preparing to use it to study
D

backgrounds to the v_"+Ve signal.
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C.The ZEUS Experiment at HERA

1. Introduction

In 1988 the LSU HEP group decided to join the ZEUS experiment. This experiment is

studying collisions of 30 GeV electrons with 820 GeV protons at HERA, a new storage ring at

DESY. HERA is attractive because of its physics potential and because it is an unique facility.

Participation in ZEUS also allows the LSU group to maintain a strong collider program in the

period preceding SSC operations.

The ZEUS barrel calorimeter was built by U.S. Institutions. When we joined ZEUS a

prototype module was being tested at ANL and preparations were underway to start

construction of the 32 barrel modules. With HERA scheduled for completion in 1991 it was

important to build the modules as rapidly as possible. We decided we could best help out by

taking over the preparation of the wave length shifter bars for the electromagnetic part of the

calorimeter from Ohio State University allowing OSU to concentrate on the rest of the optical

components. The construction of the barrel calorimeter was completed in early 1991. The

details of the BEMC waveguide construction are discussed in section 4.

The U. S. institutions on ZEUS set up a test beam at Fermilab (E790 at Lab E) to study the

response of the calorimeter modules. Tests were completed in August 1991. LSU has played

an important role in this test beam work which is discussed in section 5. A paper reporting the

test beam results has been accepted by NIM and the DESY preprint is included as an appendix.

ZEUS started data taking the summer of 1992. Five papers on early physics results are

published, another two are accepted for publication, and another two submitted. Section 3

discusses ZEUS installation and section 7 summarizes early physics results. Section 8

discusses plans for off-line analysis and computing at LSU.

2. Physics at HERA

HERA will permit the study of e-p collisions at four-momentum transfer squared, Q2 up

to 105 GeV 2 at a center of mass energy .¢gof 310 GeV. At HERA the neutral current (ep ''>

eX) and charged current (ep _ vX) reactions will have comparable rates since Q_x > M2w.

Expected rates for 200 pb" 1 of data are shown in Fig. 1. Measurement of the proton structure

function in this newly opened kinematic region will be a priority for ZEUS. The large Q2

range will permit a much more stxingent test of QCD as well as searches for quark or lepton

substructure. Current operation of HERA is with electrons of 26.7GeV and _ of 296GeV.
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Luminosities are now typically a 10nb"l per day. Total integrated luminosity in excess of

I Ldt 200nb -1 has accumulated date.been to

HERA will also be able to search for new particles such as excited leptons, leptoquarks, the

t quark, SUSY particles and new bosons (Z', ZR, WR+) • The most complete discussion is in

the report "Physics at HERA" from the 1987 and the 1991 DESY workshops. 1 We note that

studies of lepton nucleon scattering have had a major role in forming our present picture of

particle physics (scaling, neutral currents, patrons, QCD). We expect that HERA will have a

similar impact2.

3. The ZEUS Detector

a. General Description

The ZEUS detector is shown in Figs. 2a and 2b. Inside the coil of the 1.8 T solenoidal

magnetic field are a vertex detector (VXD) and a central tracking detector (CTD). In the

fo_'ard (proton) direction are the forvcard tracking chamber (FFD) and a transition radiation

detector (TRD). In the rear (electron) direction is the rear tracking detector (RTD).

Surrounding the coil and tracking detector are three high resolution calorimeters (FCAL,

BCAL, and RCAL). All three calorimeters are similar in construction. U.S. Institutions are

responsible for the Barrel Calorimeter (BCAL) which is discussed in more detail in the next

section. Surrounding these calorimeters are the backing calorimeter (BAC), the forward muon

spectrometer (FMU) and the barrel and rear muon detector (BMU,RMU).

The decays of short lived particles can be detected in a vertex detector which has a time-

expansion type drift cell.

The central track detector consists of a cylindrical jet type drift chamber with an outer radius

of 85 cm and an overall length of 240 cm, Track position and dE/dx loss are measured in 9

superlayers each with 8 layers of sense wires. Four of the superlayers have stereo wires. A

resolution of 100 p.m is expected, leading to a momentum resolution of

cr(p)/p = 0.002p (9 0,003 (p in GeV/c) for a magnetic field of 1.8T. Particle tracking at small

forward and backward angles to the beam is aided by four planar drift chambers providing a

momentum measurement with c_(p)/p = 0,0 1 ,p at a forward angle of 140 mrad.
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Electron identification is performed with dE/dx information from the tracking detectors and

with the calorimeter, In the forward direction a transition radiation detector, consisting of four

modules, yields an additional hadron rejection factor of about 100 for momenta below 30

GeV/c. In order to identify electrons within dense jets, space is provided for insertion of a

detector such as a silicon pad detector in the calorimeter at a depth of 3-6 radiation lengths. A

hadron-electron rejection of 30-200 can be obtained with one layer with a hadron electron

separater (lIES). The combined hadron rejection including the information from the silicon

pad detector is well above 104.

The purpose of the backing calorimeter is to measure the energy of late showering particles.

The backing calorimeter uses as absorber the iron plates which form the magnet yoke.

Aluminum tubes operated in proportional mode are used for read out. The expected energy

resolution for hadrons is a(E)/E = 1.0/fE-, (E in GeV).

Muons are detectccl in the forward direction in a spectrometer using drift- and limited

streamer tube chambers plus scintillation counters interspersed between the magnetized iron

yoke and magnetized iron toroids. The momentum resolution for 100 GeV/c muons is

a(p)/p = 23%. In the barrel and rear detectors muons are detected by limited streamer tube

chambers before, in between and behind the backing calorimeter. The momentum resolution is

30% at 20 GeV/c. The pion (kaon) rejection factors are 1000 (100) at 40 GeV/c in the forward

direction, and 700 (350) at 10 GeV/c in the barrel region.

A leading proton spectrometer detects very forward produced protons with Xt. > 0.3 The

spectrometer uses proton beam line magnets and six miniature high resolution chambers

installed in Roman pots very close to the beam at distances between 20 and 90 m from the

interaction point. A momentum resolution of a(p)/p < 1% is expected.

Electron and photon detectors are installed some 30 to 100 m downstream in the electron

beam direction to measure the luminosity and tag small Q2 processes.

The magnetic solenoid is superconducting and provides a field of 1.8 T. It has an inner

radius of 86 cm, a length of 280 cm and is 0.9 radiation lengths thick. A compensating

solenoid is installed in the rear of the detector.

The detector is structurally subdivided into the inner components supported by the bottom

yoke, and the clam shells carrying most of the backing calorimeter and the muon detectors.

The clam shells can be retracted sideways to provide access to the detector.
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b. The ZEUS Calorimeter

The calorimeter consists of depleted uranium plates interleaved with plastic scintillator in

order to achieve compensation and the best possible energy resolution for hadrons. 3 The

scintillation plates form towers which are read out via wavelength shifter bars, light guides and
i

photomultipliers. The calorimeter is .¢_.gmentedlongitudinally into an electromagnetic (EMC)

and one or two hadronic (HAC) sections, Typical tower sizes are 5 cm x 20 cm in the

electromagnetic section and 20 cmx 20 cm in the hadronic section. The calorimeter is divided

into a forward, a barrel and a rear part with 7,5, and 4 absorption lengths, respectively, The

solid angle coverage corresponds to 99.8% in the forward hemisphere and 99.5% in the

backward hemisphere. The expected energy resolutions are for electrons

a(E)/E = 0.18/_/'-E@ 1% (_ stands for addition in quadrature) and for hadrons

_(E)/E = 035/'Vr-E- @ 2% (E in GeV). Results from the Fermilab test beam are discussed in

section 5,

The barrel calorimeter (BCAL) consists of 32 identical modules (see Fig. 3), each covering

an 11.25° wedge in azimuthal angle, The inside radius for each module is 122 cm. The polar

angle coverage is from 13= 36,7 o to 13= 129,1°. A module is divided into three segments in

depth, called the electromagnetic section 03EMC), consisting of 21 layers of depleted uranium

23 7.0 or 1_.deep, and the two hadronic sections (BHACI and BHAC2), each 49 layers of

dcpletcd uranium, 53 740or 2)_deep.

Within each module, the electromagnetic section is divided into projective towers with

nominal dimensions of 5 cmx 24 cm at the front face. In the two hadronic sections, the towers

,are nonprojective in 13. Except at the ends four BEMC subtowers are followed by a single

hadronic tower. Readout of the scintillation light from the individual towers in all three

sections is accomplished using the two wave length shifter bars (WLS), placed one on each of

the included faces of the modules and connected through light guides to photomultiplier tubes.

Each module is closed by aluminum side panels that are used to retain the WLS plates. Each

aluminum side panel has a 1 mm lead sheet attached to it to reduce the effects of photons

showering in the WLS. The BEMC is projective both in 0 and qb while the BHAC is only

projective in _, resulting in rectangular WkN-tiles.

4. Construction of the BEMC Waveshifters

As discussed in the introduction to the ZEUS section LSU produced the wavelength shifter

bars for the electromagnetic part of the barrel ca!orimeter (BEMC).
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Isometric view of BCAL module
0

Figure 3
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We hiredthreetechniciansin 1989tosetuptheproductionfacilityatLSU forBEMC

waveshiftcrbars,A duplicatescanningtablewaspreparedatOSUandsenttoLSU, A

commercialovenforannealingpipesatLSUwasbought,Ourtechniciansmadea numberof

tripstoOSUthatsummertobothlearntheproceduresandtohelpin thepreparationof
waveshiftersfor thefirstmoduleatOSU, OurtechniciansalsowenttoANL toinstalltheEMC

waveshiftersonseveralmodules,

LSU was able to begin production andscanningof EMC waveguidesinBaton Rouge in

September 1989, By the end of the year we had achieved our goal of producing2 modules of

WLS pipes per month. Construction was finished in March of 1991.

5. Fermllab Testing of ZEUS Modules

During assembly at Argonne each modulewas tested in a cosn'ticray stand as well as with

radioactivesources. These tests helped insure that there were no errors in the production of

anymodule. They ',,,'erenot sufficient, hov,,ever,to study the performanceof the detector in
detail,

Therefore, the U.S. ZEUS collaborators established a test beam in the neutrinoarea at

Fermilab to stud)' in detail the response of a few modules. LSU played a key role in this test

beam effort. Data taking ended by August 1991. An LSU postdoc, HongJoe Kim, spent the

entire period from February to September 1990and 3 monthsthe nextsummer at Fermilab.

An LSU graduate student, Lufan Chen, spent two months there both summers. Our newest

postdoc, Subramanian Kartik, was present for the last month of the testbeam run. All three

LSU faculty members also made several trips to Ferrnilabto helpon the test beam work.

The test beam delivers a mixture of electrons, muons and hadrons (principallypions and

protons) with an intensity of up to 2 x 1011particles/spilland with momenta tunable from 30

to 150 GeV/c. Besides his duties as supervisor of the test beam running, Hong Joe Kim was

the member of E790 who learned how to tune the beam and adjust its momentumusing

Fermilab's EPICURE system. He ',,,'asalways on duty during scans involving changes in

beam momentum. As a natural extension of his responsibility for the beam, Hong Joe Kim

(along with a postdoc from Columbia) was responsible for installing,commissioning and

operating all of the drift chambers and relatedelectronics. He also wrote the software for

tracking and momentum determination.

As an indication of BCAL module performance, Figure 4 shows the energy deposited in

the electromagneticcalorimeter fEMC) dividedby the total energydepositedin the EMC plus
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the hadronic calorimeter (HACI and HAC2) for various types of beam panicles. Because

electromagnetic showers are largely contained in the EMC this ratio should be approximately I

for electrons, It will be near zero for particles which shower in the HAC and some

intermediate value for panicles which don't shower or for hadronic showers that begin in the
EMC,

Analysis of the 7_F_USbeam test data is complete. Results were presented at the re,cent

XXVI International Conference on High Energy Physics in Dallas by Hong 3oo I"dm of LSU,

The energy resolution was measured to be 35%/_ for hadrons and 19%/',rE" for electrons,

close to design goals. The tower to tower and module to module uniformities were better than

1%,the energy nonlinearity less than 1%and the response for electrons and hadrons nearly

equal, The results of the test beam ran iiave been submitted to NIM and a DESY preprint is

included in Appendix A.

The LSU group studied the response of the hadronic modules to muons, This work was

largely competed by early 1992. Results are presented in ZEUS Note 92-023, and is included

in the NIM article. Kim, Kanik and Chen all were heavily involved in the analysis assisted by

LSU faculty members (especially W. Metcalf), McNeil provided the muon simulation for

comparison with the data.

6. ZEUS installation and early operations

The 32 BCAL modules were completed on schedule in March 1991. They were installed in

the ZEUS detector by June, except for the 3 modules being tested at Fermilab. These final 3

modules were installed in the fall of 1991. The LSU technician, S. Khosravi, spent several

months at DESY in 1991 helping test and install the BCAL modules.

The HERA accelerator was completed and began commissioning in the fall of 1991.

Electron and proton bunches collided for the first time on October, 19,1991, In !ate March of

1992 ZEUS rolled into position. By early June some luminosity was observed. Substantial

beam gas data was also taken with the proton beam for testing and debugging ZEUS. By

August ZEUS had 2,5 nb"1of integrated luminosity and by Aug. 1993 more than 200nb -1 of

luminosity has been recorded. Figure 5 shows the integrated luminosity recorded by HERA

(open circles) and taken by ZEUS (closed circles) during the current run period.

Kim moved to Hamburg in September 1991. He has assisted in the commissioning of the

ZEUS Barrel Calorimeter and preparation for analysis of data, He has remained on site except
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for a few months in 1993. Kim is currently the on site physicist in charge of the ZEUS Barrel

Calorimeter services, He has been very active in the exotics physics group.

Kartik went to Hamburg in April 1992 following completion of analysis of muon test beam

data at LSU. At DESY Kartik has prepared a data base program for the initial ZEUS data. He

is also responsible for the system management of some of the US Computer facilities at ZEUS.

He has also been an active member of the exotics physics group.

In the summer of 1992 both McNeil and May spent considerable time at DESY. McNeil

worked at improving the calorimeter timing using muons. Timing has proved crucial at ZEUS

for rejection of background events, Imlay helped look at the effect of the B field on the

calorimeter PMTS. In the summer of 1993 McNeil and Metcalf spent time at DESY.

Unfortunately the graduate student Chen, who was scheduled to go to Germany in May of

1992, decided to leave the high energy group at that time. Since then we have taken on two

new graduate students on the ZEUS experiment. Vijay Nadendla, joined the high energy

group in June 1992. He carried a partial assistantship during 1992 while completing his

courseworl_ and gaining experience in the ZEUS experiment. During Spring, 1993 he assisted

Kim at LSU in the excited electron analysis. Nadendla went to DESY in July 1993 and will

remain on site to collect data for his thesis. At DESY he has helped on background

determination for the exotic physics group. He is also committed to assisting in the preparation

of scintillator for the forward scintillator tracker. Another student, Kenneth Bernstein joined

the high energy group in 1993. He will complete his coursework and would be ready to travel

to DESY to join the ZEUS experiment in late spring of 1994.

It is our plan to maintain at least two physicists on site at DESY. Initially this consisted of

two postdoctoral researchers. We plan to have the graduate students and postdoctoral

researchers cycle between LSU and DESY and maintain strong analysis efforts at both places.

The LSU faculty intends to travel frequently to DESY consistent with our teaching

responsibilities.

7. ZEUS Early Physics Results

The ZEUS experiment, despite having accumulated only a small amount of luminosity so

far, has alrea,i'v produced some important physics results on several topics. Deep inelastic

scattering has been extended by two orders of magnitude in Q2 madx. The photoproduction

cross section has been measured and a large excess of events from hard scattering observed.

Searches for leptoquarkes and excited electrons have been reported.
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Samples of event pictures are shown in Figure 6. The first event is a neutral current

scattering (ep _ e + X) at Q2 = 2550GeV2x = 0.07 with an electron seen in the BCAL and a,i

high energy jet in the FCAL. The second event is a very high Q2(Q2 = 12000GeV 2) charged

current (ep _ v + X) event. The third event is a low Q2, very low x event

(Q2 = 6Ge V 2,x = 0.0004) with an electron in the RCAL. The fourth event is an example of a

quasireal photoproduction event with an electron of 10.5 GeV in the LUMI and energy and
tracks in the ZEUS central detectors.

a. Photoproduction

Next to pp interactions, _ scattering is the only other hadronic or hadron-like reaction for

which the total cross section can be measured at c.m. energies of several hundred GeV. The

photon can couple to vector mesons V(p, o),¢, .. .)which in turn interact with the proton. It car',

also couple directly to the quarks. This point like coupling leads to additional hard scattering

processes which become prominent at high energies and which are not present in hadron-

hadron interactions. This subject has been recently reviewed by G. Shuler4 and has some very

interesting aspects. The first two papers published by ZEUS were from the photoproduction

analysisS, 6.

The behavior of crror(_) at high energies is closely linked to the density of soft or low-x

partons in the proton. Theoretical calculations including the treatment of the hard scattering

processes 7 as well as observation of "diffractive" air showers 8 and an excess of muons in very

energetic cosmic air showers 9 have suggested that it would rise dramatically at high energies.

Photoproduction at HERA is part of neutral current scattering (ep _ eX) with the

exchanged photon being almost real (Q2 = 0). For events of this type the electron is scattered

at very low angles from the electron beam and is measured in the ZEUS LUMI monitor.

Events with an electron in the range 10-16GeV were selected corresponding to a Q_ range of

0.0006-0.02 GeV 2. It also corresponds to a photon-proton cm energy range of 186-233 GeV.

The measured cross section is 154 + 16 (stat.)+ 32 (syst.) ,ub at < W >= 210GeV is plotted

in Figure 7 along with low energy data up to 18GeV1° and the result from the H1 experiment 11
at HERA. "

The curves labeled DL lz and ALLM 13are based on Regge-type analyses using low energy

photoproduction data together with the proton structure function data. The ZEUS (and H 1)

result agree with these parametersizatians. The other curves (dashed and dot-dashed) are
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calculations 7 assuming the cross section is a sum of a soft and hard scattering contributions

with a PT cutoff for the hard subprocess. Although one of the dot-dashed curves agrees with

the data, the strong rise in trror(?'P) that might have been expected it, the HERA regime from

calculations or cosmic ray results is not yet evident.

The ZEUS data does show 6 presence of a substantial hard scattering component. This can

be represented by two types of diagrams: The first ("direct photon process") results from

photon-gluon fusion into a quark-antiquark, see Figure 8a and from the photon scattering off a

quark in the proton under the emission of a gluon CQCD Compton process"), see Figure 8b,

But the quarks coupling to the photon can also emit gluons (see Figure 8c), and either a quark

or a gluon may participate in the hard scattering (Figure 8d, e). Together with hard scattering

of the hadronic (VDM) photon, the hard scattering due to the anomalous quark and gluon

content of the photon constitute the "resolved photon processes".

ZEUS finds that the observed gross features as well as the cross sections can be accounted

for by those processes. Figure 9 shows the transverse energy, transverse momentum,

difference in azimuth between jets for events with two jets, and correlation between energy

deposited in RCAL vs the minimum rapidity of the two jets in the two jet sample. The data is

compared (dashed cu_'e) with full Monte Carlo simulation using the PYTHIA generator and

HERWIG 14including soft scattering contributions as well as direct and resolved photon

subprocesses. 'the data and Monte Carlo are in good agreement.

b) Deep -Inelastic Scattering

Inclusive lepton-nucleon scattering experiments have been critical to our present

understanding of hadronic substructure. These measurements have provided important testa of

Quantum Chromodynamics. Recent theoretical interest has focused on the behavior of the

patton distributions at low values of Bjorken x. ZEUS has published15,16,17three papers on

Deep inelastic scattering (DIS) and has submitted two more 18,19for publication in recent

months. The measurement of the structure function F2 in neutral current scattering have been

extended up to Q2 = 103GeV 2 and down to x = 10-4.

The details of the selection of events of the neutral current (NC) or charged current (CC)

type are presented in Reference 15. CC events are expected at only arate of about 1 per 10nb"1

and only a few have been recorded. NC events occur at a much greater rate and have been

reported on. They are characterized by having

• a large ETcrr

• an identified electron in the ZEUS calorimeter

8/-,
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• transverse momentum balance

' _E- Pz near 2Ee

• timing and vertex requirements consistent with an ep interaction.

Figure 10 shows the vertex, x and Q2 distributions from 24.7nb "1of ZEUS data reported

on in Reference 19. The bulk of the data is at much lower values of x than that of previous

experiments. Figure 11 gives the structure function F2 measurements as a function of x for

various Q2 values. Several structure function expectatio, s are shown, Figure 12 shows the F2

measurement at a function of Q2 for different x values. Also shown are two structure function

parameterizations.

In the lowest order deep inelastic ep scattering the scattered lepton is balanced by a single

jet associated with the struck quark, the protons remnant carrying relatively little transverse

momentum. Higher order QCD processes modify this picture including QCD compton

scattering (QCDC) (a hard gluon radiated off the struck quark) and boson-gluon fusion (BGF)

(exchanged boson giving rise to gg pair). With the large cm energy available at HERA clear

multi jet events should be visible.

The ZEUS experiment has presented evidence 16for events with two or more jets (in

addition to the proton remnant) in NC interactions. Using a jet finding algorithm (see

Reference 17 for details) the DIS sample ,,,,,asfound to contain 2502(76%), 662(20%),

95(2.9%), and 15(0.5%) events with zero, one, two, and three jets in addition to the proton

remnant and the scattered electron. The fact that most events have no identified jet is a

consequence of transverse energy and rapidity cuts. Figure 13 illustrates same characteristics

of two ject events compared to Monte Carlo expectations for two parameterization of the patton

densities. The contributions from first order processes (QCDC and BGF) are also shown. All

distributions are in reasonble accord with Monte Carlo expectations.

c. Search for Exotics

Since HERA explores the ep interaction in a new energy regime it is impcrtant to search for

new physics over a broad range of signatures. The LSU high energy group is part of the

ZEUS Exotic Physics group and have been instrumental in early physics results from Exotics

searches.
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Leptoquarks

Leptoquarks (LQ) are expected in many models, Production of Lcptoquarks in ep

interactions can occur in several ways depending in the couplings and the leptoquark mass.

The most favorable process for HERA is the s-channel production where the electron of energy

Ee and struck quark of energy xEp form a leptquark of mass squared M_.o ffi4xE,Ep = xs.

The production of a I_ptoquark will thus be observed as a narrow peak in the x distribution of

events selected in NC or CC DIS,

A paper was published 20reporting the results of a search for Leptoquarks at ZEUS with

26nb "I of integrated luminosity, Figure 14 shows the x distribution of NC events (x>0,001)

compared with the Monte Carlo prediction for DIS events as well as the expected signal from a

150GeV mass leptoquark with electroweak coupling, Figure 15 shows the 95% confidence

level upper limits on the couplings of scalar leptoquarks with zero weak isospin and ferrnion

number -2 versus the leptoquark mass in GeV, For coupling equal to that of electroweak

interaction, the 95% CL mass limits for left-handed coupline to (e-u) stats is 168 GeV, and for

right-handed coupling is 176 GeV,

Excited Electro_

In the Standard Model, leptons and quarks are considered to be point-like objects. A

possible extension to this model is for the fermions to be composite objects. The existance of

such substructure allows for excited states of the fermions. Because the electron exists in the

initial state, HERA is ideal for observation of excited electron states up to the available cm

energy. A paper "21reporting on a search for excited electrons with the ZEUS detector has been

accepted for publication in Phys. Lett. LSU had a major role in the analysis.

Using the 1992 luminosity at .J'J"= 296GeV electrons on 820 GeV protons, ZEUS has

searched for excited electrons with decay modes, e* ----)ey, e* ---)vWande* _ eZ, The latter

two modes had not been investigated prior to HERA, A Monte Carlo generator for excited

electrons (HEXF) was developed [ref 22] by Kim and Kartik for the analysis and is presented

in the appendices, Kim, Kartik, and Nadendla also participated extensively in the analysis of

the data and simulation of excited electrons in ZEUS, Much of the simulation was performed

by Nadendla using the DEC stations at LSU.

Figure 16a shows the polar angle of electromagnetic clusters in the sample of 170 events

from the NC DIS sample having sone indentified electron and at least 1 other electromagnetic

cluster of at least 2 GeV energy, Also shown is the distribution of polar angles expected from
92
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em clusters from a e* --->e7 decay. A requirement that both em clusters have an angle less

than 155° greatly reduces the background from DIS events and ey Compton events. The 7

events that remain (see figure 16b) are consistent with the background estimate of 5.6 events

from DIS and 0.8 events from Compton events. All 7 events have ey invariant mass below

20GeV. The detection efficiency for excied electrons in the mass range 45-296GeV ranges

from 65 to 75%. Using the sample of NC events with three em showers a search for excited

' electrons with decay mode e* --->eZ and subsequent decay of the Z boson found one event in

the e* mass range 120-296GeV. A search for e* _ vW using the few events in the CC

sample found one additional e* candidate. Figure 17 shows the resulting 95% confidence

upper limits on the product of the coupling and the square root of the branching ratios versus
e* mass.

The e* search also demonstrates the ZEUS detectors ability to observe and reconstruct high

energy Compton scattering events. Relaxing the polar angle cut used to separate e* events

from backgrounds, the distributions of e7 invariant mass and polar angle difference between

em showers in the data can be compared with Monte Carlo expectations including the

contributions from DIS events (about 25%) and Compton scattering (about 75%). The Monte

C'arlo distributions agree well with the data and supports the interpretation of thesedata as

primarily Compton events.

8. ZEUS Offline Analysis/Computing at LSU

a. Introduction

During the summer of 1991 McNeil visited DESY andobtained copies of the current ZEUS

offline analysis software. This software was transported to LSU where it is now being

installed on both VAX stations (VMS version) and DEC stations (UNIX version). The offline

softv,'are for ZEUS consists of the following program packages:

• ZDIS - _ZEUSInterface to Deep Inelastic Scattering. The Monte Carlo Generator for ZEUS.

• MOZART - M___QnteCarlo for_Zeus Analysis, Reconstruction, and Triggering.GEANT-
based Monte Carlo simulation for ZEUS.

• ZEPH_R - _____USPH..___YYsicsReconstruction Code. Event reconstruction software.

• EAZE- Effortless --Analysis of_ZEUS Events. Analysis software.
i
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• LAZE - _LogicalAccess to _ZEUSEvents. Display software.

These programs make use ofthe ADAMO (_AlephData Model) datastructures comprising some

360 tables. We have successfully run the ZEUS software on VMS and UNIX workstations at

LSU. One of our goals is to provide ZEUS with a facility for Monte Carlo event production.

An experiment such as ZEUS requires extensive simulation studies to determine detector

performance, acceptances and to understand the systematic errors in the measurement

performed at HERA. When ZEUS began taking data this year it became immediately clear that

the DESY computer resources were saturated handling the data filtering, reconstruction, and

analysis. We can continuously produce Monte Carlo events as a "background" process at LSU

provided we have the CPU/memory, and the manpower and expertise to monitor and compile

the events (from different processors). LSU has considerable computing resources which

could be utilized to provide ZEUS collaborators with Monte Carlo events via 8mm tape.

b: Computing resources for ZEUS analysis at LSU

At LSU we have four VAX stations purchased with DOE funds. These workstations are

on a VAX cluster of which the Experimental High Energy, Intermediate Energy/Nuclear,

Cosmic Ray, and Neutrino Astrophysics groups are members. A total of 9 VAX stations,

VAX 3500, and VAX 4000 are on the cluster and the computing resources are shared. On

ZEUS, these resources are useful for generating Monte Carlo events samples. However,

ZEUS has standardized on UNIX-based software for data reconstruction, so all subsequent

analyses must be done on DEC stations.

During 1992 wc purchased three DEC station 5000's on DOE funds to add to our one

existing DEC station 5000 purchased for the HEP Group by the LSU Physics Department.

Two of these workstations were sent to DESY to be used by our on-site postdocs and graduate

students. We also purchased additional memory for all the workstations to allow them to

handle the large ZEUS programs and 3GB of external SCSI Disks (one of which was sent to

DESY) to store the ZEUS software :andallow temporary data storage. The two DEC stations

remaining will be used primarily to run ZEUS analysis programs. However, this is not

sufficient now that virtually all of the analysis must be done on UNIX machines. Therefore,

we are requesting an additional UNIX workstation in the current budget.

c. Manpower for ZEUS analysis at LSU

We have hired two student workers to maintain our DEC stations and to perform ZEUS

softv,'are installation and maintenance. One of our graduate students working on ZEUS is now
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located in Hamburg. The other potential ZEUS thesis student is currently preparing to take the

general exam. However, once he has passed the exam he will work on ZEUS analysis atLSU

before going to DESY. Also one of our postdoc's will be returning from Hamburg soon and

will use the resources at LSU to pursue ZEUS analyses and all three faculty members are

currently engaged in this work.

Thus far the work done at LSU has been primarily directed toward the e* analysis. Now

that the initial ZEUS results on the physics have been accepted for publication, we hope to

become involved in additional projects when our local resources will assure timely analyses of

results. With at least seven people involved in this work an additional UNIX platform is

necessary to achieve this goal.
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D. Non-Accelerator Physics

1. Executive Summary

LSU has had an active program in non-accelerator particle physics since 1989.

Concentration has been in the areas of neutrino physics and proton decay. Personnel

at LSU consists of: R.Svoboda (IMB/SuperKamiokande and DUMAND), M.Cherry

(SuperKamiokande), R.Clark (DUMAND graduate student), and one undergradu-

ate lab assistant. R.Clark and R.Svoboda receive salary support from this grant.

M.Cherry receives salary support from the NSF.

Much of the neutrino research is complementary to our effort at LANL, espe-

cially in the area of neutrino oscillations and low-energy interaction cross-sections.

Currently, we have one experiment just finishing up (IMB), one just about to come

into operation (DUMAND), and one just entering the design and prototyping stage

(SuperKamiokande),

The IMB Proton Decay Experiment shut do_'n in 1991, and virtually all data

reduction was completed by the end of 1992. The emphasis over the last year has

been in completing the data analysis and publishing the results. So far, two papers

have been submitted this year (one on magnetic monopoles to Phys.Rev.D and one

on low-energy neutrino events to Ap.J.) with a third almost ready to send out (on

proton decay to Phys. Rev. Lett.). The neutrino paper was written at LSU, and

we are now working on the "final" neutrino papers on upward-going muons (precise

measurement of the background neutrino flux and limits on astrophysical neutrinos)

which will be completed before the end of 1993. No funds are requested for complet-

ing this analysis, except for publication costs and computer supplies.

Travel funds are requested for the joint SuperKamiokande/IMB calibration beam

test at KEK. The data acquisition electronics work at LSU has been completed and

the system sent to ]Boston for integration and testing with the custom electronics.

The complete acquisition system will be sent to KEK in late November. It will then

be necessary for R.Svoboda (who wrote much of the software) to spend approxi-

mately four weeks at KEK getting the electronics unpacked, running and integrated

with the converted container we plan to use as a dark room. Two additional two-

week trips arerequested, one for PMT installation in the tank and one for a two-week

shift while taking beam (now scheduled for May, 1994).

Work on DUMAND construction at LSU has centered on the fabrication of pres-

sure housings for the underwater electronics and optical module mounting frames

for the phototube "strings". The 9-foot long titanium-aluminum String Center Oon-

troller (SCC) and Junction Box Environmental Module (JBEM)housings were com-

pleted in May. Full pressure tests to 10,000 psi with optical fibers installed were
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successfully completed at the Submarine Base in San Diego, CA in June, and the

housings are now in ttaw_ being readied for deployment. Additionally, all 79 of

the titanium mounting frames for Phase-I have also been completed and are now

incorporated into the strings. Russell Clark, our DUMAND graduate student who

recently passed his qualifying exam, will reside in ttawa_ for appro_mately one year

starting in October and represents the LSU personnel contribution to deployment

and initial data taking. Funds are requested for R.Clark's salary, plus travel expenses

for an extended stay at the Hawaii DUMAND Center. In addition, funds are also

requested to allow R.Svoboda to attend three of the anticipated four DUMAND col-

laboration meetings (two in the U.S. and one in Japan or Europe) and to spend the

summer of 1994 working at the experimental site. No operating funds are requested

for DUMAND Phase-lI construction (six more strings), as this is not yet approved.

Design of the SuperKamiokande anti-counter using the phototubes from the IMB

detector has begun since approval of our proposal in August, 1993. At LSU, we will

have three major hardware tasks: (1) design and fabricate the bases and cables for

the photomultiptier tubes (with UCI), (2) build and write the software for a real-time

data monitoring system for the whole detector, and (3) write the control software for

the whole detector calibration. Our major analysis task will be to write simulation

and reduction software for the proton decay analysis. This year, LSU is slated to

receive 165K$ of the 500K$ of U.S. SuperKamiokande construction funds.

As far as the hardware tasks are concerned, new simulations done at LSU have

shown that the stainless steel tank will not be reflective enough to provide the veto

performance necessary for efficient tagging of cosmic ray muons, so our original plan

of installing reflecting material on the sides (described in the proposal) must indeed

be pursued. This is quite expensive, thus wc are in the process of trying to reduce

construction costs by investigating whether the old IMB bases can be altered to in-

crease their dynamic range, and if we can get away with cheaper PMT cables. Funds

are therefore requested for electronics shop time and for putting together a base and

cable test set up in our PMT darkroom.

Tile real-time software design project is quite formidable, and only the specifi-

cation document now exists. We intend to purchase two SUN computers this year

with construction funds in order to set up a mock SuperKamiokande data stream.

Because this project interacts with the operation of the central detector and will be

needed for detector de-bugging, it needs to be completed before detector turn-on in

1996. We therefore propose to hire a SUN/UNIX/FDDI proficient programmer to

work full-time on this task until completion (approximately one year).

Work has only barely started on detailed proton decay and neutrino interaction

_imulations for the new detector, so we are starting out 1-2 years behind our Japanese

colleagues. Since SuperKam_iokande will begin operation in April, 1996, we propose
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to hire a postdoctoral researcher to begin work on this problem. After completing

this task, the researcher would reside in I(amioka during detector assembly, and then

return to LSU to participate in data analysis.

Pursuant to the above tasks, travel funds are also requested for two people to

attend the anticipated three U.S. SuperKam_okande meetings, and for one person to

attend a collaboration meeting in Japan. Additional travel funds are requested for

two four-week trips to Japan (one for R.Svoboda and one for the postdoc) to work

at the University of Tokyo (where most of our Japanese colleagues live) and at the

experimental site at Kamloka.

2. Calibration Beam Test at KEK

Probably the most exciting result in neutrino physics since the so-called "solar

neutrino puzzle" is the measurement of a flavor mismatch in the flux of background

neutrinos measured by the IMB, Kamiokande, and Soudan-II proton decay detec-

tors. First reported in 1986 [1], the evidence for the reality of this effect has been

steadily building for the last eight years. The recent international workshop held at

LSU in May, 1993 was one of the most exciting for this author in recent memory

[2]. As reported in our last renewal proposal, IMB has measured a single-prong non-

showering to single-prong showering ratio of 0.36 + 0.02(_a_.) + 0.02(sys_.) whereas

the expected ratio is 0.51 4- 0.01(8_c_.)4- 0.05(8_/_.). To a large extent, this ratio

reflects the v_to v_ratio, since about 85% of the single-prong events are expected to
come from quasi-elastic scattering. This would imply that either the v, flux is too

low or the v_flux is too high.

Table 2 presents the results from several detectors on the "ratio of ratios", i.e.,

the ratio of the measured non-showering/showering traction to that expected from

Monte Carlo simulations. Quoted errors are statistical plus systematic except where

indicated. One has to use this approach to compare different detectors, since different

thresholds and efficiencies lead to different expectations for the absolute ratio. For

example, Frejus has a much higher threshold that the other detectors. Its threshold

is also different for muons and electrons. The expected ratio for Frejus is therefore

quite differen_ from IMB.

As can be seen in the table, the so-called "atmospheric neutrino anomaly" per-

sists in new Kamioka and Soudan data. Frejus is the only detector to not confirm

the anomaly, but it is possible they might miss the effect since it is mostly at low

energy (< 1 CeV) and they do not achieve full efficiency in their electron trigger
until about 1 GeV.

The conclusion to draw from this is that it has become crucial to check particle

identification and muon decay efficiency in water Cerenkov detectors. This is the
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Table i" Measurements of the Ratio (R) of Muon-like to Electron-like Events. PID
means the electron and muon events were separated by track topology, MDK means
they were separated by required the muons to decay.

Detector Kt-yr sample [method _oou_ca /?¢x_ted _c,,./J_p..

IMBI 3.7 all evts MDK 0.35 4- 0.05(st) 0.52 0.67 4- 0.I0(s_)
IMB3 7.7 sing. trk PID 0.56 4- 0.07 1.04 4- 0.21 0.54 4- 0.13

IMB3 7.7 sing. trk MDK 0.52 4- 0.05(s_) 0.75 4- 0.04(st) 0.69 4- 0.08(81_.)
Kamioka 6.2 sing. trk PID 0.964- 0.10(st) 1.6'0 0.60 4- 0.08

K_m_ok_ 6.2 sing. trk MDK 0.37 + 0.04(s¢) 0.47 0.79 i 0.09 st)
Soudan 0.5 sing. trk PID 0.79 4- 0.39(s_) 1.43 4- 0.31 0.55 4- 0.29
Frejus 1.6 all evts PID 2.67 4- 0.41 2.78 0.96 4- 0.15

driving motivation behind exposing a water detector in a test beam at the KEK

facility in Japan. The test is being done jointly with the Kamiokande Collaboration
and consists of a 1-kton, free-standing steel water tank located near the North Ex-
perimental Hall of the Proton Synchrotron (PS) (see figure 1).

The detector will be instrumented with 336 IMB-3 photomultiplier tubes with
waveshifter plates placed on appro.'dmately the same 1-meter lattice as was used in
IMB-3. Four beam pipes will penetrate the side of the tank and be capable of being
pushed in and out laterally so that we can measure systematic errors in particle
identification associated with event location.

The beam itself will be parasitic off of an existing experiment and is capable of
providing both e's, #'s, and _'s of a selected sign in the momentum range 200 to 1200

MeV/c (the energy range varies with the particle type). After the protons are placed
on target, a bending magnet (D1) removes the resultant _'s and e's of a desired
momentum and directs them (through a series of quadrupoles) to another bending
magnet (D2). D2 provides the final momentum analysis for e's and 7r's. It can also
be set up to pass the momentum of those muons which result from pion decay in the

backward direction. This gives a rather clean muon beam, since electrons from D1
will not have the correct momentum. A final magnet (D3) gives the beazn a vertical
kick and directs it to one of the four beam pipes into the detector.

Particle tagging is accomplished by two air Cerenkov counters (for tagging elec-

trons), a time-of-flight system (for tagging the slower muons and pions), and a trigger
scintillator on the tip of each beam pipe. This equipment is being provided by KEK,
but will be operated by us. We plan to take all three particle types over their full

energy range at each "vertex position". This promises to be VERY labor intensive
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FigureI: Locationof TestTank at KEK

and so it is crucial that we have nearly the whole collaboration participate in what

we expect to be a one-month, 24-hour a day, run.

a. Detector Status

Currently, the detector tank has been completed and filled with pure water us-

ing a RO water system built partially from parts recovered from the IMB site in

Cleveland. The system keeps the water clean by constant recirculafion. It is now

operating under the supervision of J.Breault, a graduate student from IJCI now res-
ident at KEK.

It is not possible for both the IMB and Kamiokande tests to run at the same

time• For us, their tubes are very reflective and would result in more out-of-time

l_ght being present in the data than was the case for the IMB-3 detector. On the

other hand, for them our waveshifter plates would have _ similar effect on their data.

This means we cannot install our tubes until they have completed their runs. Thus,

though all the cables have been run for our PMT's, the tubes themselves will not be

installed until April, 1994. We will have approximately 3-4 weeks to do this while

KEK goes through its normal April shutdown holiday. This will also be very labor
intensive as there is not much room to move about on the catwalk that runs around

the top of the tank, and we must not only install our tubes but also put black cur-

tains over the I<amiokande ones. Of course, there is also the fact that conditions in

the interior of the tank in summer approximate the surface of Venus.
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b. ElectronicsStatus

The data acquisition system built at LSU has been shipped to Boston University

for integration _-ith the IMB custom electronics. It w_s necessary to build a new

system since we must be able to take data at rates estimated to be as high as 20-50

Hz, and our old system would go no f_ster than 5 Hz.

The new system is built around the Kinetics Systems rtVAX and has now been

tested at over 35 Hz in Boston, so the speed is sumcient. At this time we are cur-

rently working on shaking out bugs that came up when the system was integrated

with the custom electronics. This is to be expected in any new system (indeed, we

planned on it), and none of the bugs is fatal. Everything should be ready for a

planned shipping date to KEK in late November, 1993. R..Svoboda plans to spend

Ghristmas and New Year's hofiday at KEK asscmbfing the system and testing it.

Since the tank wiU not be available to us during the Kamiokande run, we plan to

convert one of the shipping confiners into a dark room near the electronics trailer.
One contalner can hold all the PMT's and the calibration fight sources. A spare set

of cables taken tom the IMB mine will be used to read the PMT's out during tl_s

phase (since the actual cables are already in the tank). This type of "end-to-end"

testing will be extremely important, since we will only have a shakedown period of

a few days between PMT installation and the start of the beam runs.

c. Schedule Summary

Our current schedule is as follows:

• July, 1993 - ship mounting beams, cables, weights to KEK (done).

• August, 1993 - install cables from tr_ler to detector (done).

• November, 1993 - ship PMT's, waveskifters, spare cables to KEK.

• December, 1993 - ship electronics to KEK, prepare dark room container.

• January, 1994 - connect electronics to PMT's in dark room.

• February-March, 1994 - darkroom testing of PMT's and calibration system.

• April, 1994 - install PMT's in tank.

• May, 1994 - take beam data.

3. The IMB Proton Decay Experiment
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The Irvlne-Michigan-Brookhaven (IMB) detector was built during _he period
1980-82 with the purpose of looking for nucleon instability, a touchstone of virtually
all grand unified theories. Secondary goals, such as neutrino oscillations, neutrino
flux measurements, and co.mic rays were also motivating factors for the collabora-

tion (culminating in the historic detection of SN1987a). Since its shutdown in 1991,
work has continued on the data reduction and analysis. AT LSU, this work is being
carried out by R.Svoboda with the aid of an undergraduate student helper.

Most of the IMB data analysis is now complete, with the important exception of
the final proton decay limits on "unpopular" but accessible modes. This is discussed
below. In addition, since the last renewal proposal, two new papers have been sub-
mitted for publication. These are also described.

Data reduction and analysis continues at a low level at LSU, concentrating on
tying up loose ends on the upward-going muon and low-energy contained neutrino
sample. We envision writing two more papers, one on a precision absolute measure-

ment of the atmospheric upward-going muon flux' (we have 5 times more data since
our 1986 paper) and one with the final limits on non-cosmic-ray-induced neutrinos.

.a. New Results

Since the last renewal proposal, IMB has published the final paper on contained

neutrino interactions [3], and a NIM paper on IMB-3 [4]. Copies of these papers are
included herein. In addition, papers on a low-energy neutrino interactions and mag-
netic monopoles have been recently submitted to journals. Copies of these papers

-are a/soincluded [51,[61.

(1) Neutrino Oscillations

With the publications in 1992 of the final neutrino oscillation results from both

the contained events [3]and the upward-going muons [7],analysis of neutrino oscil-
lations in essentially complete for all IMB data. The final work left to be clone is the
calibration beam test at KEK_ which is discussed in a later section.

(2) Proton Decay

The data reduction for all IMB-3 contained events is completed, including the low
energy sample referred to in the last renewal proposal. Data analysis is continuing
on the "definitive" IMB proton decay paper, which should be published late this year

or early 1994 (it is the Ph.D. thesis of C.McGrew at UCI).

A recent innovation is the development of the ability to identify _r°decay by recon-

structing the invariant mass of the resultant gammas. This allows for better rejection
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Figure 2' Invariant mass distribution of 2-track IMB-3 events with no muon decay

of background neutrino interactions that happen to have the same total energy and

rough geometry of such nucleon decay modes as n ---+v_r°. Figure 2 shows the in-
variant mass of two track events (with no muon decay) in the IMB-3 contMned data
sample. The peak at the _r°mass is clearly seen. The position of the peak implies
that systematic errors in the absolute energy calibration are small, with the average
energy offset being less than 5%. This capability has been used to search for decay
modes with a 7r°in the fined state. Sever'_l examples are given below.

--'4 I_TF,0

The proton decay mode n ---+v_r° is a companion mode to p _ e+Tr° and p _ #+;r°;
however the background is higher both because the total visible energy for this mode
is lower and because of the neutrino missing momentum. Background neutrino events

are rejected using invariant mass and unbalanced momentum, along with topological
cuts and requiring that no muon deca.v be detected. These cuts select n ---+v;r °
events with a 21% efficiency. IMB-3 data contains 2 candidates for n --, vr ° sample

giving a 90% confidence limit on the neutron partial lifetime of 8.3 × 10al years.
The expected background :[or this mode is 2.3 events which implies a background
subtracted limit of 1.3 x lO 32 years.

p --* #+Tr °

Background events are rejected here by requiring a reconstructed candidate have
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600 < Ev,', < 850 MeV, a single Iz decay be observed, unbalanced momentum

pu,b < 650 MeV and an invariant mass of 750 < Mi,v < 1000 MeV giving an

selection efficiency of 22°_. Applying these cuts to the IMB-3 data sample finds no

candidates yielding a 90°_ confidence limit on p _ #.Tr ° of 2.5 × 103_ years.

10--,
The invariant mass analysis and the track resolution of IMB-3 gives an efficiency of

48%. No candidates are found. The IMB-3 lifetime limit is 5.4 × 1032 years. When

this is added to the ]MB-I,2 limits the limit for p _ e+Tr° becomes 8.5 × 1032 years.

Another interesting decay mode is io _ vK +. This mode is best detected by

observing the K + _ _'+Tr° mode to which the K + decays with a branching ratio

of 21_. Reconstructing the invarlant mass and unbalanced momentum, requiring a

muon decay be observed and selecting a region of visible energy selects proton decay

candidates with an 11% efficiency. Our current limit for this mode is 6.2 x i031 years.

Similar analyses are continuing for other modes.

(3)Neutrino Astrophysics

IMB has not published a paper on neutrino astrophysics sil_ce 1986, which in-

cluded only part of the IMB-1 data. Since the neutrino oscillation analysis has been

completed and published, we have been concentrating on firdshing this analysis at
LSU.

One topic of interest is the question of whether or not low-energy (< 60 MeV)

neutrino events are occurring randomly (as would be expected for normal cosmic-ray

induced background) or are associated with "bursts" (such as would be produced by

so-called "quite" supernovae) or other energetic astrophysical phenomenon (such as

gamma-ray bursts). Using the 863 live-day sample of 118 IMB-3 low-energy neutrino

events (firing between 40 and 70 PMT's) we have searched for such non-random be-
havior.

The technique used is to look at the n-fold coincidence spectrum of the data us-

ing a time window of 1 minute (as would be expected from a stellar collapse). The

background spectrum is simulated by simply randomly placing the events within the

live time of the detector. This reshuffling is done i0,000 times in order to access the

random probability of any observed coincidence. Table 1 shows the result of this

analysis, with B,,(n) being the average number of such coincidences in the generated

background and P being the probability of getting greater than or equal to the ob-

served number of coincidences. Also shown are 1 hour and 1 day time windows as

confirmations of the validity of the technique. No coincidences are seen, which al-

lows a limit to be placed on "quite" supernovae in our galaxy of less than 1/1.4 years.
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Table 2: n-fold v/v Coincidences

At = 1minute At = '1"hour At = 1 day

n Data B,,(n) P>_,o Data B.(n P>_.do,, Data B,,(n) P>__,o,o
0 118 117.96 0.964 118 116.56 0.236 98 93.23 0.182

I 0 0.04 - 0 1.43 - 18 21.53 0.816
2 0 0.00 - 0 0.01 - 2 2.93 0.787
3 0 0.00 - 0 0.00 0 0.28 -
4 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.03 -

__>5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 -

Similar analyses were done looking for coincidences with gamma-ray bursts, which
also yielded null results. This allowed us to rule out stellar collapse phenomenon in

our galactic halo as being the source of these mysterious bursts. This paper has been
submitted for publication.

In the upward-golng muon analysis, we are currently in the process of re-running
the I/riB-3 data tapes to recover very high energy neutrino-generated upward-going
muon events which were not selected in the original reduction software (yes, we found

a bug). Of the 863 days of available data we have about 150 days of data left to run.
Though not many events have been recovered (we have only six thus far) these are

important in searching for astrophysical neutrinos since most theories predict that
such neutrino events should have a much higher average energy (10 TeV or more)

than atmosphcrlc neutrino events (about 100 GeV). Our 1986 results and the thesis
of Becker-Szendy from Hawaii assumed a much softer spectrum and so obtained lim-

its anomalously low compared to those published by other smaller detectors (such

as Kamiokande). To remedy this, we have redone the Monte Carlo simulations for
hard-spectrum sources (such as those recently detected by the GRO satellite) and
will repeat the analysis when our new data sample is complete. This has been the
major activity of one of our undergraduate students.

(4) Magnetic Monopoles

New limits have been recently obtained by the work of Peter tlalverson at UCI on
the flux of possible nucleon-decay catalyzing monopoles. This paper has also been

submitted for publication and a draft is included with this proposal.

4. Deep Underwater Muon And Neutrino Detector (DUMAND)

the DUMAND experiment will detect very high energy (> 1 TeV) neutrino inter-
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actions in the deep ocean of[Hawaii using water Cerenkov techniques developed by
IMB. The detector consists of 216 PMT's arranged in 9 "strings" of 24 each. Each
string is anchored on the bottom and held vertical by a float on the top. Phase-I
of the construction consists of deploying three of the nine strings, along with a fiber
optic cable from the ocean floor to a laboratory on shore, about 30 km away. The
effective area of the Ph_se-I array will be about 10 times greater than that of IMB

for upward-going muons. In addition, DUMAND will have the capability of looking
for > i TeV v,-generated showers, which IMB was too small to do at all.

LSU has been a collaborator on the DUMAND experiment for one year, now. In
this time we have made a sigrfificant contribution to the construction effort by fab-
ricating the four pressure housings that will hold the underwater central electronics

for Phase-I. In addition, we have also fabricated the 79 titanium "implosion-proof"
PMT mounting frames for the first three strings (72 PMT Optical Modules (OM's),
3 calibration modules (CM's), and 4 spares for the PMT test tank). Participants are
R.Svoboda and R.Clark, a senior graduate student now riving in Hawaii.

a_hEne_2_y Neutrino Physics and Astrophysics

DUMAND is interesting because it will not only detect neutrinos from the lo-
cal atmospheric background but also has a good chance of detecting extremely high

energy neutrinos (> 100 TeV) which many models [8] predict to come from astro-
physical sources, such as Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN). In analogy with cosmic ray
physics in the 1930's, such sources seem to be the only chance to look at such high
energy neutrino interactions for the forseeable future.

Of course, DUMAND will also detect the more mundane background neutrinos
and be able to use them to look for neutrino oscillation effects in the high 8rn2 region
implied by the atmospheric neutrino anomaly. Though the DUMAND threshold is
quite high, the actual efficiency increases quite slowly with energy so that about a

third of the predicted 1,800 events per year (in the 9-string array) will come from
neutrinos with energies below 100 GeV. Thus there are sufficient low-energy neutrino

interactions to be sensitive to v,_v_oscillations.

Importantly, DUMAND then has an advantage over shallow detectors like IMB
and Kamiokande in that it is deep enough to actually look above the horizon for
about 20 degrees. This, coupled with the increased statistics, will allow the arrival
direction distribution to be used to look for oscillations rather than just a total flux,
as has been done with the smaller detectors. As is well known, the errors in the
total flux limit the oscillation sensitivity of IMB and Kamlokande, but the errors in

the angular distribution are much smaller. Figure 3 [9] shows the sensitivity to be
expected from the full array after 1 year of operation.
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Figure 3: Exclusion region for _,, --_u_.oscillations from the full DUMAND array af.
ter one year. The allowed region from the low.energy atmospheric neutrino anomaly
is also shown.
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Figure 4: A titaniunz "porcupine" showing the electric and optical feed-throughs and
peneLrators. All were successfully tested at SUBASE San Diego.

h. Det¢ctor F._'icakinn

The housings for the 3 String Center Controllers of Phase I were built partly in
the LSU machine shop and partly by local industry in Baton Rouge. 7' long, 1"
extruded _urninum tubes were machined to a tolerance of 0.002" and then anodized
to protect them against seawater corrosion,

In order to allow for communication with the outside world, it was then neces-
sary to put in penetrator holes for optical fibers and electrical cables. Though it is
common to put one or more penetrations in such a deep ocean housing, the fact that
DUMAND has so many sensors (PMT's) required over 40 such penetrator holes to
be made in each housing. This greatly increases the danger not only of mechani-
cal f'&lure_but _lso of leaks. A single leak in an SCC housing shuts down _ full string.

In order to increase the rnechanical strength of the.swiss-cheese of holes, a special
1.5" thick titanium tube (nicknamed a "porcupine") was machined in the Physics
Dept. machine shop at LSU to fit into the anodized aluminum tube (figure 4). To
reduce the chance of leaks, the holes were drilled by s computer-controlled mill at
DYNATECH, a local firm specializing in high-precision machining.
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In late June, all housings and porcupines were skipped to the Submarine Base
in San Diego, CA for pressure testing. The Arctic Submarine Lab on the base has
the on])' pressure vessel we know of in the U.S. capable of pressuring a completely
assembled SCC housing to 10,000 psi (the working pressure at DUMAND depth

is about 7,500 psi). We (R.Svoboda and D.Olano from LSU; and l_..Mitlguy and
M.Rosen from Hawaii) tested all the housings successfully with fiber penetrators in-
stalled, and there were no leaks. The housings have now been shipped to Hawaii for

integration with the electronics and cables.

In addition to the housings, the machine shop at LSU also built the anti-implosion
PMT optical module frames (figure 5). These frames are made of AL64V grade
welded titanium. This material is difficult to weld, as hot titanium is very reactive.

Fortunately, the LSU machine shop has an experienced titanium welder (I.Shuff) and
the frames were completed over a three-month period.

Two of the frames were tested this year in Hawaii by intentionally imploding
the PMT pressure housings in them near the ocean floor. In both cases, the frame
vertical strength members remained intact and the cable shield prevented the electro-

optical cable from being cut. This is very important, as one would not like a single
implosion to clip off a string or render it inoperative.

c. De_l__oyrnent Schedule

The following is a summary of the current DUMAND deployment schedule:

, September, 1993 - complete integration and testing of all hardware and dec.
tronics in Hawaii.

• 24 September - RV Moana Wave sM1 for shallow water practice deployments
of DUMAND strings.

• 25 September- complete shallow water deployment practice and sail to DU-
MAND site.

• 26 and 27 September. Practice deploying strings in deep water with full dec.
trica] and opticEd checks.

• 28 September - Moana Wave recover strings and return to port.
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Figure 5: An implosion-proof ti.anium PMT mounting frame. 79 were made for
Phase-I and two were destructively tested by deep ocean implosion.

• 1-5 October - Onload deployment gear on RV Independence (a space shuttle
booster recovery ship) at Port Hueneme, CA.

• 5-15 October - Independent" sail to Hawaii.

• 15-22 October - Load the Independence with DUMAND array and shore cable.

• 22 October.3 November - lay electro-optlcal cable from site to lab. Deploy
string 1 with junction box oa ocean bottom.

, 3-15 November- deploy strLugs 1 and 2.

, 16 November- return to po:t.

String 1 is deployed already at;ached to the shore cable. Strings 2 and 3 will have
to be attached at a later date by a submersible'. Such operations were performed in
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1992 by theUSN Sea Cliffand by a USN robotsubmarine.Datawillbe takenwith
stringI whilewe waitfora submersibletobecome available.R.ClarkfromLSU will

participatein.thesedeploymentand testingoperations,alongwithD.Olanowho will

be thereforhousingand stringassembly.

d. FuturePlan_

AftergainingexperiencewiththePhase-Iarray,we willproposetobuildtherest

ofthedetectorthefollowingyear.At LSU, we wouldmake sixmore SCC housings

and porcupines,alongwithapproximately150 more titaniumframes.Money has

not beenincludedinthebudgetofthisproposalforthesetasksas Phase-IIisnot
yetapprovedand may notoccurduringthenextfiscalyear.

5.S.upcrKamiokandeProtonDecay.Detector

The SupcrKamiokandedetectorwillbe almost8 timesthesizeoftheIMB-3 de-

tectorand havemuch betterenergyand vertexresolutiondue tothefactorofseven

increaseinlightcollection.Thiswillresultinan order-of-magnitudeincreaseinnu-

cleondecaylifetimesensitivity,somethingthatwillputusintherangeofpredictions

made by grandunifiedtheoriessuchasFlippedSU(5).Figure6 showsthepredicted

sensitivityofSupcrKamiokande(shadedpoints)versuscurrentlifetimelimitsfrom
severaldetectors.

The sensitivityshown infigure6 isessentiallyfromstudiesdoneby theJapanese

(thoughwc haveconfirmedsome ofthecalculationsinourproposal).Inordertobe
fullparticipantsin thedataanalysisfromSupcrKamiokandc,we must play"catch

up" withourJapanesecolleagueswho haveseveralyear'sheadstartinmakingdetec-
torMonte Carlosimulationsand lowenergyatmosphericneutrinointeractionmodels

thatincludetheeffectofnucleardecayfromtheresidualnucleifollowingprotonde-

cab'.Sincewc judgethistobc thehighestpriorityforusatLSU, wc proposetohire

a postdoctoralstudenttowork on thistaskfulltimeuntilcompletion,sothatwc

arcreadytoanalyzedatawhen SuperKamiokandeturnson in1996.Such a person

couldalsohelpin LSND or DUMAND neutrinodataanalysisinordertoobtain

experienceinanalyzingCerenkovringdatabefore1996.We havestartedsearching

forcandidatesand hopetobc readytohirethebestpersonwc can findassoonas
posslblc.

On the questionoftheatmosphericneutrinooscillations,SuperKamiokandewill

make thedefinitivemeasurementofthiseffect,collectingalmost10neutrinoevents

per day. Much betterstatisticswillallowanalysisforspectra/and/or directional

dependencesintheeffect.In addition,therateofupward-goingmuons willbc al-

most 3 timesthatofIMB, sothetechniqueofcomparingtheratioofupward-going

stoppingmuons tothrough-goingmuons canbc extended.
..
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Additionally, SuperKamiokande will measure the solar 8B neutrino flux with high

precision, and there are plans for a possible long-baseline neutrino oscillation exper-

iment from KEK to SuperKamiokande in 1996-97. Figure 7 shows the neutrino

oscillation sensitivity that could be reached by such an experiment.

a. Detector Description

The detector will consist of a 40-meter tall right-circular cylinder located in the

Mozumi mine, near Toyama, Japan (figure 8). The cylinder will be constructed of
welded stainless steel backed by concrete. On a stainless steel frame constructed

in the middle of the tank will be attached approximately 11,300 50-cm ttamamatsu

photomultiplier tubes facing inward and covering about 40% of the available sur-

face. Attached on the back of the :frame and separated from the central region by an

opaque barrier will be approximately 1,866 20-cm tubes facing outward to be used
as an anti-counter.

After construction, the tank will be sealed by a painted carbon steel top which

will prevent the entry of radon gas, a serious problem in the Mozumi Zinc mine.

Plans call for continuous operation for 5 years before opening the tank :[or mainte-
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Figure 8: The Super_amiokande detector.

nance. Five electronics huts containing the readout electronics will be situated on

top of this lid. A fiber optic link to a laboratory now being built outside the mine

allows for remote operation.

b. The Anti-Counter

The major responsibility of the American contingent of the collaboration is to
construct the anti-counter described above. The shutdown of the I_IB detector

makes available about 2,000 20-crn Hamamatsu PMT's (worth about 2 MS) for this

task. Our proposal describes the initial design studies for the anti-counter, lts main . .

purpose is to aid in separating ':contained" events (neutrino interactions or nucleon

decays) from the 3 Hz cosmic ray muon background. IMB h_d no such _nti-counter

and thus had problems in reducing the data and telling if energy was "leaking" Out

of the detector_ or leaking in from muon-induced gamma rays from the surrounding

rock. Figure 9 shows a rough diagram of the planned anti-counter.
,.

c. Data Acquisition Monitoring

Since it is planned that SuperKamiokande will take a very large volume of data

(estimated at about 5 Gbyte/day), it is necessary to have a real-time data monitor-

ing system to ensure that the data being collected is useable. To do this, we plan to
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Figure 9: The SuperKarniokande anti-counter (not to scale).
.

• ....

develop software for a DAO Monitor that will perform such things as'

1. The angular distribution and timing residuals of cosmic-ray muon fits, which

is a very good "bottom line" monitor of data quality. If something went wrong
in IMB it usually showed up here first.

2. P_IT TDC and QDC spectra for individual tubes, comparison Mth baselines.

3• P_IT dark noise rates, comparison with baselines.

4. Performance of individual trigger schemes.

5. On-line sensing of P MT failures•

6. monitoring of tank water levels, temperatures, etc.
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The lack of a sophisticated system in IMB due to computer processing limita-
tions was sorely felt in the live-time/duty-time fraction, which was about 50-60%.
We would like SuperKamiokande to operate with a duty time of > 90%, thus such a
system will be crucial to our final nucleon decay sensitivity.

The development of the DAQ monitoring system will begin this year with the
purchase of two SUN computers from construction funds. Specifications for such
a system are being written by R..Svoboda in consultation with M.Nakahata from

U.Tokyo (in charge of read-out electronics for the central detector). A DAQ system
mock-up will be built at LSU that mimics the SuperKamiokande data stream in one
computer, while the other will serve as the DAQ monitor computer which is to hang
in a parasitic fashion on the FDDI link. The specifications call for the ability not
only to monitor data from this computer, but also for other computers to establish
real-time links with it outside the mine (such as at LSU!) to monitor detector per-
formance remotely.

This software task is formidable but should be completed early on in order to

debug the whole data acquisition system for before in si_u PMT testing. Since
this means we must have the complete system before the end of 1995, we must
start this year. We therefore propose to hire a software technician proficient in
SUN/UNIX/FDDI to begin in early 1994 and continue through task completion in
1995 (see section e.).

d. PMT's, Cables, and Bases

Most of the expected 165K$ in construction funds at LSU for next year will go
for fabrication of PMT bases and cables for the anti-counter. We hope that it may

be possible to use the old IMB bases with a few modifications, These modifications
would:

• replace any remaining carbon film resistors, which have a low MTBF.

• change the voltage dividing scheme of the divider chain to increase the dynamic
range of the base for high energy muons.

• solder the HV and signal lines directly to the base.

• perhaps replace one or more of the final stage capacitors, also to increase dy-
namic range.
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In what could have a major impact on base design, it now seems possible that we
will have to remove the IMB PMT's from their PVC housings due to radon problems
with PVC. In this case, a study will have to be done to see if it is possible to pot the

bases in some insulating material (like is being done with the 50-era PMT's) without
inducing heat dissipation problems that could bite us later. The other option is to

look for non-radon producing PVC and build new housings, but this would probably
be more expensive in the long run.

At LSU, we have just begun planning the design of a modified base with Brad
Ellison from our electronics shop and Sam Khosrovi, our resident jack-of-all-trades
tech who will supervise the fabrication and piece-by-piece testing of the bases. Some

equipment funds are requested for lab items to set up a base and cable test stand.
In addition, we have requested operating funds for shop time to pay for EUison. We
plan to set up the test stand early in 1994 and begin fabricating bases next summer.

For cables, the original proposal called for us to purchase the same ones being
used for the 50-cm PMT's by the Japanese. The old IbiB cables are not only too

short (by a good 30 meters!) but also were the cause of many PMT failures. They
we not "flooded" cables (i.e., cables filled with a waterproof filler). Thus a nick or
hole in the outer jacket meters away from a PMT would eventuaUy cause the housing
to flood by water wicking through the cable.

Though the Japanese solved this problem by using a flooded cable, their cable
is quite expensive and suffers from noise pick-up due to the fact that it is a dual-
conductor with the /IV line being unshielded. Therefore, we have obtained sample
cables from manufacturers in the U.S. which combine the noise protection aspects of

the old IMB cables with the flooded design of the Japanese ones. Such cables can be

obtained MUCH cheaper (about a factor of 2-3!) due to the fact that flooded cables
are now used in the cable TV industry. The samples we have are not susceptible to
the noise pick-up problem because they are or single-shielded conductor design. Of
course, this solution is a trade-off, since we would then have to build signai pick-off

cards similar to the ones used in IMB, but we still believe the bottom line price will
be less with better performance.

e. LSU schedule

i

The planned SuperKamiokande constructioti schedule for LSU is as follows:

• 1993-94: Complete beam test at KEK (Sw_boda and Cherry). Begin work
on detailed detector simulations and combine them with updated IMB atmo-

spheric neutrino models (Postdoc_ Svoboda, Cherry). Put together test set-up
and complete PMT base and cable design. Prototype them, test, and begin
fabrication (Ellison, Khosrovi ). Complete specification and begin design of
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DAQ monitoringsystem(Programmer).

, 1994-95: Finish detector simulation software and convert IMB data reduction

software to SuperKamiokande use (Postdoc, Svoboda, Cherry). Complete DAQ
monitoring system and send to experimental site for debugging (Programmer).
Complete b_e and cable fabrication and ship to UCI for mating with PMT's

(Khosrovi), Begin work on calibration system control software with U.Hawail
and U,Wash (Svoboda),

• 1995-96: Complete calibration control software (Svoboda). Begin detector
assembly in Japan, with LSU postdoc resident there during this period and

others going for extended construction shifts.

• 199{3-97: Taking data.
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E. SSC Activity

General

The LSU high energy group (Imlay, Metcalf and McNeil) is participating on the GEM

Collaboration. Prof. McNeil has been very active in the GEM muon group for several years.

Until January 1993 Prof. Imlay and Metcalf were members of the SDC collaboration, working

on scintillation tile calorimetry, studying optical uniformity and radiation damage. At that time

the HEP group decided that it could contribute more effectively to the SSC by concentrating on

just one SSC experiment, and for various reasons decided that experiment would be GEM.

The GEM collaboration has recently decided on a scintillation die/fiber section in the barrel

region preceding the muon detector. Thus the LSU group (Imlay and Metcalf) is making use

of its facilities and experience with tiles and fibers by participating on this project,

The LSU group's work on tile calorimetry and on muon detection started with two SSC

detector R&D proposals in 1990. The group has been active in both areas since then. At

present the work is funded by several TNRL grants to consortiums of GEM university groups

and by the TNRL through the PDRC (Pmicle Detector Research Center at Prairie View). Some

of McNeil's work is also funded by DOE.

C. Lyndon, a postdoctoral researcher, funded by TNRL has worked for us for two years

on various SSC activities. At present he is working full time on the muon studies with

McNeil. Technicians and students have helped in both areas, using the various SSC funds,

Calorimeter R & I)

LSU was responsible for the production and testing of optical components for the

electromagnetic portion of the ZEUS barrel calorimeter which uses scintillator-plate sampling.

The optical response of components was measured with an x-y scanning table in our

laboratory, Our facilities for ZEUS production and testing, together with our experience made

us ideally suited to perform optical studies to optimize this technology for the SSC. In addition

a cobalt 60 source at the LSU Nuclear Science Center is very convenient for radiation damage

studies and permits us to measure the optical response starting immediately after irradiation,

In the summer of 1990 LSU developed its experimental test facility for measuring the

optical performance of scintillation tiles. A collimated ruthenium beta source was mounted on

our computer controlled X-Y scanning table. This setup allows us to measure the optical
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In the summer of 1990 LSU developed its experimt:ntal test facility for measuring the

optical performance of scintillation tiles. A collimated ruthenium beta source was mounted on

our computercontrolled X-Y scanning table. This setup allows us to measure the optical

response of tiles, This test setup has been used for three years to measure the response of tiles

with fiber readout, For SDC we studies many tiles mostly supplied by Bicron for the effect of

radiation on optical uniformity and absolute light yield (number of photoelectrons). We also

studied optical uniformity over the surface of the tile for various fiber readout patterns. SDC

note 92-172 describes our tile results as of late 1991.

The GEM scintillating b,'u'rel calorimeter will have four layers of tiles separated by copper.

The tile will be typically 10 cm by 80 cm. We are presently studying the response of such tile

with various fiber and fiber groove patterns. We will also participate in prep,'u'ing for a test of a

prototype at Fermilab.

Muon Detector R & D

In 1991 McNeil joined the newly formed GEM Collaboration. He is a member of the

Muon Steering Committee and is coordinating the group's simulation efforts tow,'u'ds a

successful muon system design. Itis work has been funded through tile TNLRC.

The muon simulation effort at LSLI can be divided into 5 main aspects.

1. The Total depth of calorimetry required

The ttaickness of material before the calorimeter serves to filter hadrons and thus suppress

the rate of hadron punchthrough. GEM;s very small inner tracking volume already minimizes

the backgrounds from decay-in-flight of pions and Kaons. McNeil has investigated the

minimum calorimeter thickness required for the GEM detector. The results of the study is

reported in GEM Technical Note 92-69. McNeil also wrote parts of the responses to the PAC

questions regarding the GEM LOI.

2, A Fast Subroutine for ttadron Punchthrough

Since 1989 McNeil has been at work to develop a fast simulation of hadron punchthrough

showers. Despite advances in CPU power in recent years it is still impractical to utilize a

Monte Carlo simulation (such as GEANT) which tracks all the secondaries in the hadron

shower through the calorimeter. McNeil has used GEANT simulation of single pions through

material to prepare a set of probability tables. These tables contain enough information to

produce outgoing 4-vectors of the charged punchthrough particles. The fast punchthrough
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simulationprogramknown asPCHTHP. hasnow beenincorporatedintoboththeGEM and

SDC Muon Simulationefforts,Thisprogramwillbeusefulinproducingpunchthrough

showersinthemuon systemfortriggeringandpatternrecognitionstudies.

3, Muon Energy loss and Energy loss measurement

The GEM Detectorhasspecialcapabilitiesinthemeasurementof_Gammas_ and

Muons,The Muon measurementismade inairoutsideofthecalorimetryina fieldprovidedby

alarge9 in,radiussuperconductingsolenoid,The muon measurementisthusdeterminedby

themuon systemmomentum resolutionandtheaffectsofthemuon energyloss(andenergy

lossmeasurement)throughthecalorimeter.Ifnotmeasuredinthecalorimeterthefluctuations

inthemuon energylosswouldenterintc_themuot_measurementuncertaintyas

•ro-r= -_ l._.o,,,,,i,+ --'_

McNeil has been performing simulation studies of muon energy loss to understand the

affect and optimize the calorimeter material to minimize this contribution to the muon

measurement uncertainty. GEM Note 92-69 presents some results of these studies,

4. Muon induced Showers

As energeticmuons passthroughmaterialstheyinduceshowersofelectromagnetic

panicles,The accompanyingparticlescanpotentiallyobscurethemuon positionmeasurement

andleadtodegradationofthemuon momentum resolution.Themuon inducedshowerswill

becomeincreasinglymorecommon asthemuon becomesmoreenergeticandwillbcmost

severe in rare processes such as mass Z' decaying to 2 muons. McNeil has been simulating the

shov,'ers induced by muons exiting the dense material of the calorimetry as ,,,,,'ellas the

production of showers and delta rays as the muon passes through the material of the muon

system itself, McNeil has been a member of the Limited Streamer Drift tube group within

GEM. This group has tested a system of LSDT's in a beam of 0.5 Tev muons at FNAL during

summer of 1991. McNeil performed preliminary GEANT simulations of the test beam setup

and the agreement between data and GEANT was encouraging. Further comparisons are in

progress and a NIM article is planned.
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$. Punchthrough measurements at CERN
)

GEM collaborationmembersforLSU,SUNY atStonyBrook,BostonUniversityand

BNL havejoinedtheRDS ExperimentatCERN. ThisefforthasbeenfundedbytheTNLRC.

ThepurposeofRD5 CXl>crimcntistwo.fold:

• To study the rateand characteristicsof hadronpunchthroufihand muoninducedshowers at

highenergy.Hadronandmuon beamsof300GevareincidentonaSl>CCtrometvrcomplete

withmagneticfield.

, To testdifferentmuon detectortechnologiesinanddeterminetheirperformanceincluding

ratecapabilities,

LSU isinvolvedprimarilyinthepunchthroughanalysis.Thegoalistovalidatethe

GEANT simulationprograminallaspectsofpunchtl'u'oughshowerincludingthe

puncht_oughprobability,multiplicityofpanicles,momentumofp_iclc,andexitangleof

panicles.
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